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2 Escape In Landslide

I

Dr. A. F. Ellington, left, and Jim Brown, both of More•
head, laughed at their good luck in missing the earth
slide ••

~ROMINENT IN EARLY HISTORY

Family Of Dr.Jeremiah Wils9n
Practiced Many Profe~sions I·
·j

A pr ominent Rowan County
amily whose members have
racticed a variety of professions
·rr this community is the family
of,, Dr. Jeremiah Wilson, a practicing physician. Seven children
entered the fields of education,
law, medicine and dentistry.
Jeremiah Wilson was the son
of Isaiah and Sarah Jane Wilson
of Leesburg, Va., who moved to
the narrows of Morgan County
hich later became part of
owan. Jeremiah was born on
ITune 30, 1852. On Dec. 11, 1870,
he married Ann Eliza Halley, and
to this union were born the following children: Everett, Viola,
Cora, Burwell Clifford, Bunyan
Spratt, Homer Lee, twins Stella .
and Preston, twins Cleveland and
Henricks, Flora and Glenmore.
Dr. "Jerry" Wilson, as he was
known all over the county, was a
practicing physician and surgeon
in Rowan County for over 40
years. -He and his family at one
time lived at Farmers and ,another time at Elliottville. They
later moved to Morehead where
Dr. Wilson purchased considerable land in the higher part of
the town (hence the name Wilson Avenue).
For several 'years Dr. Wilson
had offices in the Gault House
and later owned his own offices
on Main Street. He was a wellknown and brilliant physician
who was called as consultant in
critical cases all along the C&O
Railroad from Mt. Sterling to
Hun;tington.
'
Mrs. Wilson, a benevolent
character, wonderful homemaker
and gifted writer, died in 1900,
but Dr. Wilson survived her by
17- years. She was also survived
by seven . of .the children. . .

The family played an important from 1912 to 1914. In 1916 he
part in the educational history moved to Ashland where he was
of Kentucky, for father, mother, a successful lawyer until his
and seven children all taught in death in 1938. ·
''
the public schools of the state.
Dr. Homer Lee Wilson dediAll of the sons later entered oth- cated all his mature life to the
er professions: B. S. and Glen- practice of dentistry in Rowan
more becoming lawyers, B. Clif- County, where he had ,. lived
ford, a physician and Homer Lee since his childhood, and his life
a dentist. Two daughters, Stella and work bec;ame inteql\Toven
and Flora, married prominent into . the .fa.bric of the community
lumber men in the south.
and its progress. He .was for
The other daughter, Mrs. Cora many years and at various· times
Wilson Stewart, became nation- the only dentist in this and sevally known as founder of the eral surrounding counties.
Moonlight Schools which . originIn the early 1900's when roads
ated in Rowan County while she in the county were almost imwas superintendent of schools. passable, Dr. Wilson would anShe has been called the Moon- nually move portable dental
light School Lady and was rec- equipment to outlying commuognized for her work by being nities so that residents would
awarded the Pictorial Review have an opportunity to ,o btain
Award of $5,000 for the most out- otherwise unavailable d Ei n ta 1
standing contribution to human- care.
ity by any American woman.
Dr: Wilson served in practiShe also received · the Ella cally every office in the Masonic
Flagg Youth Medal and the Lodge, . including some state · ofClara Barton Medal' for her work. fices. He was an elder in the
She was several times delegate Christian Church, was · active in
to the League of Nations in Ge- the local Red Cross chapter for
neva; was Director of the Na- several years, and served two
tional Illiteracy Crusade with terms as mayor of Morehead. It
headquarters in Washington, and was during his ' administration
during the Hoover Administra- that City Hall was built, the
tion was · appointed chairman of Voluntary Fire Dept. was orthe National Commission on 11- ganized, the streets of Morehead
literacy. She now resides in Pine were paved and the city .streets
Bluff, Ark.
were named.
Attorney B. S. Wilson was • Dr. Wilson practiced for many
graduated from the University years on Railroad Street in the
of Louisville in June, 1900, with old State Bank Building, and
the degree of L.L.B . . He played then for '• 20 '• years •in the Cozy
an important part in the po1itical 'Building on Main Street. He, conleadership of Eastern Kentucky: tinued his interest in civic . afHe served as first mayor of f.airs even through failing --.health
Morehead from 1901 to 1903; he until ·his sudden death in l940.
was judge of the Police Court He is survived by his -wife, Mrs.
from 1903 to 1912; he was elected H. L. Wilson, and his daughter,
to Jh_e House of ,Representatives Mrs. Everett D. Blair, both of
from the . Batu-Rowan District Mo:i;:e}:lead. -·... .. . ,., ,.
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, 100-Year-O d·House Rests On Site of Crawfqrd Home ,

.

-(C,-J', Photos by W, W. Hummel,

1

\ This quaint brick house more than 100 years old, the prop erty of Duff Thompson, rests on the site of tpe home formerly
occupied by celebrated Jane Todd, Crawford, halfway betwee n Columbia and Greensburg. Riding horseback ninety miles
to Danville in 1809, Mrs, Crawford submitted to the first op eration ever performed for the removal of diseased ovaries,
done by Dr. Ephraim McDowell,
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from the Bluegrass country
~or and glitter-and the drill
two stout-hearted youngsters
of bewildered youths ever
iemy to enter as lowly plebes.
Kentuckian born, the son of
\• of Mt. Sterling, and Robert
('ence R. Little of Southgate.the 548 other plebes.
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Craig-Thompson
Wedding Details

Robert R. Little.
pajor "A" in their yearling
ck as a guard. Today, as
after one of Army's most
find . themselves ending
t, deserves a fervent "Well .
tuckian.
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stinction in intercollegiate
r .two yeah of hard-fought
ild; first as a replacement,
xiom that a good linesman
ple-threat· star in Army's
! runner.
;hift. Particularly so beend position. For Sully,
time at Mt. Sterling High,
coming to Centre College,
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Mrs. Jesse Browne Thompson

The marriage of Miss Elizabet
Lee Craig, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. B. Craig, to Mr. Jesse Brown
Thompson of Lexington, son of Mrs.
M. M. Thompson of Danville, wa
an impressive event of New Year's
Eve, Dr. A. W. Fortune reading the
service at 6 o'clock at the home of
the bride's parents in Aylesford
place.
Mr. R. E. Dickey of Painesville,
Ohio, brother-ir law of the bride,
gave a program of traditional wedding music. Miss Helen Dickey, soprano, of Elyria, Ohio, sang ·•r Love
You Truly," "gecause" and "Ah,
Sweet Mystery of Life."
An improvised altar in front of
tl¥! mantel, was banked with ferns
and smilax and was lighted by wedding tapers in silver candelabra. A
huge bouquet of calla lilies in the
center of the mantel made a background for the altar.
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Dr. Claire Louise Caudill
continued to deliver
babies in the new modern
maternity ward of St.
Claire Medical Center in
1963. -She-delivered over
8000 babies in her 50 years .
-~----1.! ..... ,! _ _

Tim Holbrook/MSU pho

'.s ,week at MSlA
Awards We~k, Morehead
anding students in the varDillion, Morehead senior,
o.ding 4-year graphic com~artment of Industrial Edu1resentation was made by
ent chair, during the Col's Honors Luncheon.

RENEWYOUR
SUBSCRIPTION

Tim Holbrook/MSU pho
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nding 4-year graphic com, artment of Industrial Edu1resentation was made by
tent chair, during the Col's Honors Luncheon.
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Hospital Foundation Committee
u~d.l f',lr tht> establishment of St. Claire
Medical Center was credited to the steering
committee of ·the Northeast Kentucky Hospital
Foundation and Monsignor Charles A. Towell,
director of hospitals for the Catholic Church. In this
1961 photo are, seated from left, Morehead State
College President Adron Doran; W.E. Crutcher,
secretary of the committee; Monsignor Towell;
C.P. Caudill nresid nt of the com.__nill~ Dr.
Maj,•

Claire Louis~ Caudill, for whom the hospital is
named; Elijah M. Hogge, treasurer, and Glenn W.
Lane. In back are William M. Caudill, Adrian
Razor, Otto P. Carr, Eleanor Queen, office
secretary of the Foundation, J.M. Clayton, John M.
Palmer, D.B. Caudill and C.Z. Bruce. Absent from
the photo was committee member Dr. Everett D.
Blair.

A SERV I C E O F

OWNERS : ALLE N AND K I M RAVENSCRA F T
PHONE : 606 -7 83 - 1 17 1

An attractively appointed tea
Sunday afternoon in Fellow·s hip Hall, Second Presbyterian
Church, followed the Red
Cross rally. Seated at the left
· is Mrs. Lester F. Mitchell Jr.,
and at the right of the table
, Mrs. E. J. Lemasters. Standing

left to right are Mrs. Karl
Schaller, Mrs. Franklin Southard, Mrs. Jesse Cartnal, Mrs.
Robert Kibler Jr., Mrs. Frank
Peterson, Mrs. Arthur Reynolds, Mrs. Francis Flunk and
Mrs. E. J. Brelsford. (Photo by
Don Potlnd).

~ ~ ~rs, are

lrty; Mrs. Jerry

I

Wright, Mrs.
s. James Hukle
ng, .Mrs. Bing- II·
. C. C. Lutz and
1pson.
,

liam Linkenfelter, vice president; Mrs. W.A. Hogge, president, and Mrs. Le.
secretary. The dub project will be planting the clover leaf intersection 1
chester pike. The members also will participate in the state projects which ,
Star memorial highway and the garden at Liberty Hall, Frankfort. (See
Whirl).

Dr. Ollie M. Lyon To
Head Ky. Dentjsts .

l

ffite£.titt_gs from Jlfloribn

I ••

.

Q

. Dr. Ollie M. Lyon, Morehead,
was elected Tuesday as Pres1,!Q ~ <"J dent-elect of _th~ K~.nt~cky State
1
r:n g?Dental Associat10n m its annual
I W C ~ meeting at Louisville.
Dr. Lyon, who will tak~ o~er
O Cl)~~ the lead.ership ·o f the orgamzat10n
~ • ,:j'c;j next April, is the third ~astern
CD ll'.S ~ (t$ f-... Kentuckian to hold th1S, the
~ ~ N Ci> <O [1ighest office of Kentucky denr- t..! lt) j O itists.
Q U') .._ CO Dr. Lyon formefly represented
.2 the 27th district in Kentucky's
Senate.
While a member of the Senate,
Dr. Lyon introduced and spearheaded the passage of the Lyon
Dental Act.
.
· . Dr. Lyon, whose offices are m
The Maples, East Main Str_e et,
served in both World War I and
World War II. He had the ranK
1,o f Captain in the last W'.3-r,
He is active in American
gion and other service organization work· the Christian Church;
and the' Scottish Rites and
Shriners.
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Dr. Ollie M. Lyon
. new dental president.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

It would be impossible to thank each one individually who has helped with this program.
But we must acknowledge:

Rowan County High Graduate 1930
Ohio State University Graduate with Bachelor
Degree in Physical Education in 1934

President Grote, and the faculty and staff of
Morehead State University for their generous
technical assistance.

Physical Education Teacher at Morehead State
Teachers College 1934-1943
Masters in Education at Columbia University
1936

The Rowan County Schools for their participation and support.

M.D. from University of Louisville Medical
School 1946

Our elected officials state, county and city for
their tributes.

Establishment of Family Practice in 1948
Rowan County Lions Club Woman of the Year
1955

The Medical Wives for their help with the
reception.

Establishment of St. Claire Medical Center in
1963

The Sisters of Notre D~me who came from
Covington to remember with us.
It has truly been a labor of love.

The daughter of Judge D.B. Caudill and Etta
Proctor Caudill, Dr. Caudill went to school to
become a teacher. Her mother told her, "a
woman should not be a doctor." However, Dr.
Caudill later became a physician because her
father said, "you can be anything you want to
be."

606-784-7473

CLAIRE LOUISE CAUDILL, M.D.

Doctor of the Year by the Academy of Family
Practice in 1974
KY Woman of Achievement by the Federation of
Business and Professional Women 1979

CfhE y)E.'1./E.ct §ift
Clo fo<Je i1. to want to gi.<Je
and abo<Je aff gfoe one1.eff cf1p.n.(ect fo<Je

fa

the p.eifect gift

of one1.eff with.out
thought of uwaid oi utuvz.

-cR.cJ/.:J..
cM.ay 13, 1988

cEtrnad

Kentucky Council on Higher Education Member
1972-1980
Service Award by Northeastern Kentucky
Health Care Delivery Corporation 1981
Honorary Doctorate from Morehead State
University 1981
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Cast of Characters

The cast of characters who will be portrayed in the vignettes this evening are all contemporaries of Louise Caudill.
For those who have not lived in Moreheaq long enough to know lineage and history, we
will give a brief description so that you will ,~now, not only the names in the play, but also
who they "grew up" to be as members of our qommunity.
Robert Bishop (Bob) went to school with ouise for all twelve grades. They graduated
Valedictorian (Louise) and Salutatorian (Bo ) from Morehead High School in 1930. They remain close friends. Bob recalls that the onl class they had separately was the time that
Louise took a sewing class. Bob's father die~ just as he was finishing high school. He soon
took over the family business, The C.E. Bi hop Drug Company, which he and his sister
Roberta ran until 1986. The drug store was in peration here for 90 years. Bob still raises cattle and is active in civic affairs.
·!I

ti

became a banker and Sidney was a home exte~sion agent in Mason County before devoting
full time to being wife and mother. Their eld~Jt brother Eldon Evans has been a prominent
civic and church leader. The youngest sister, U(iadys, has worked for many years as a social
worker in our area and lives in Flemingsburg.
Roy Cassity and June Evans were good ch1Il
hood friends, and Roy remembers how the
11
"pony story" occurred. He grew up to be a agent with the Morehead and North Fork
Railroad and after the death of Mr. Crosley, esident and general manager. The railroad
operated until 1973. Roy and his wife live in Cle rfield.

~

Lorene Sparks Day, a cousin of the Evans mily, was involved in the escapades of the
group. She was a few years older and became eir high school teacher. As teacher, she led
them on "senior skip day" and they camped ou at Kinniconick. She left Morehead High and
went to the newly opened Breckinridge Traini . g School in 1931 where she stayed until 1958.
She then taught at Morehead State University I ntil she retired in 1970. She is a much loved
educator.
.

l
1

The Calvert sisters, Mary Alice and MargJ~et, became teachers and have taught a great
many of our children. Mary Alice retired iJ 1980 as principal of Morehead Grade School
after twenty-five years in the Rowan Coun~ Schools. Margaret substituted for the same
amount of time. They are both active in the mmunity and the Morehead State University
Alumni Association. The Calvert sisters mar ·ied the Jayne brothers, LeGrande and Mason
(Fuzzy). The Jaynes owned the Chevrolet pealership for many years along with their
brother Luther. Jayne Stadium is named for their father, a revered educator at Morehead
State Teachers College. Both brothers are deceased, Mason died early this year.

I
The Evans family and the Dan Caudill famUies lived a few doors from each other on Main
Street. Two of the children, Drew Evans, Jr., (June) and Elaine Sidney, were close companions of Boone, Lucille, and Louise Caudill. June died in an auto accident but is still
remembered as the one who could think UTI the most "fun" of anyone in the group. He
1

Boone and Lucille were the siblings closest i age to Louise and were involved in all the
adventures together. Boone became a lawyer d a banker and married Sarah Jane Elrod.
Boone, Jane and their children are very in olved in the stories about her practice in
Morehead. Though Boone died a few years ago, Jane and his son Proctor continue the family tradition of banking in Sandy Hook. Lucille married W. Paul Little and moved to Lexington where she has been active in church and ivic affairs.
Susie Halblieb, "Nurse Susie" to us. all, cam
tice. Most of us can't imagine going to see Loui
from Nazareth School of Nursing and met Loui
to help the Frontier Nurses after graduation. I
"try Morehead for a while." Together, she and

with Louise to Morehead to start her pracwithout seeing them both. Susie graduated
at the Oneida Hospital where she had gone
is our very good fortune that she decided to
ouise, are an unbeatable team.
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Unless funds can be raised by the Maternal and Child Health Bureau in ib drive, June 16,22, c!in?c
work and health guidance carried on throughout Kentucky will cease. This is a pre-school dinic in
Rowan Coun .
,c(,
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MRS. S. S. CASSIT S;UCCUMBS
AFrfER LONG IL NESS;'FUNERAL
SERVICES 'ELDTODAY,2P.M.

11

Had Managed Mountain Scorcher Here Since Death of Her Husb•d Eight Months Ag~Had Always Helped and Encouraged Mr. Cassity in His Work on Various Papers
Throughout the State.
~ ~===.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:= = ==:;,----..,,,=;==--II
••• J.'
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Mrs. S. S. Cassity passed away at
her home here on Tuesday night of
this week, following a protracted illness. The direct cause of her death
was leakage of the heart. Funeral
services were held at 2 · p.m. this
(Thursday) afternoon from ·the Baptist church of which Mrs. Cassity
was a member.
Mary Belle Cassity was the widow
of S. S. Cassity who preceded her in
<leath by eight months, having passed
away on May 19, 1927. At the time
of his death, Mr. Cassity was editor
and owner of the Mountain Scorcher,
which paper he had founded, and
which it was Mrs. Cassity's ambition
to carry on as a memorial to her husband. This she did for several
months, in spite of the handicap of ill
health, but she was forced to discontinue publication several weeks ago,
when the determination to win over
the handicap of a weakened heart
proved too much of a burden.
Mary Belle Webb was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson R. Webb
and was born at Sergent, in Letcher
county on Aug. 28, 1887. She was
united in- marriage to Samuel S. Cassity on Aug. 17, 1902. To this union
five children were born, · namely
Ruth, Nelle, Grace Arch and Billy,
who died in infancy. She is also
survived by her father, . Nelson R. I
Webb, her mother having passed away I
exactly 14 years ago on Jan. 1 7, I
1914; four brothers, A. J. Webb, J. ; .
1
P. Webb and Jack Webb, of William- ;
son, W. Va. ,and W. R. Webb, of
Mann, w·. Va.; and by three sisters, I,
Mrs. ~- M. Cruis, of Williamson, W. I1
Va.; Mrs. J. W. Jocokes, of Asheville, ! 1
N. C., and Mrs. A. M. Messetes, of 1
Cleveland, 0.
ISince her marriage to Mr. Cassity
tn 1902, Mrs. Cassity has shown an
interest jn newspaper work, having
been with him and materially assisted
him both by her encouragement and
by active participation in his work on
the various papers with which he was
connected. On the Pikeville Plain
Dealer, the Mt. Sterling SentinelDemocrat, the Owingsville New1YOutlo~ _ j;he Morehead Mountaineer,

while Mr. Cassity was editor and manager, it was to Mrs. Cassity that he
looked for encouragement and com1,l'endation. She was his critic and
advisor. Did he write an article
which he thought was good, or which
he questioned, he submitted it- tu lier
and her advice was taken in preference to that of others. And so, it
was with an abiding faith that she
could successfully wear his mantle:
that he laid aside and relinquished
to her the right and the duty of
"carrying on."
Her friends here have seen how
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ONLY A BABY.
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Yott"re on~,.,, '_,.l l\b:r,
And yet· :roJt·jll)u,
What "#ouldn't a mother
Or father do?
Sacrifice everythlns
Life holds dear,
For the tiny mtt e
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Only a ~bf,
And 'yet ,you start
The fount of hope
In a ~ry heart.
Thongh--~ltY and wea.k,
You scatter here
·A world of joy
,
And a world of cheer.
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Only a bab:r. ·
Yon do ru>t know
What's in the world
Of weal or woe.
And yet as you lie
In your crib you're all
The world to your dad,
If . you are so small.

Presa.

!

-.::i

Only a baby,
You dlmpled th!ngl.
Wealt and helplelJS,
But joy you bring,
Nothing to say
1
And nothing to do.
But some how or-other
Your :dad loves, you.

-Edgar 'A, Gu~trt.
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For nearly'50 years

Deanna Mascle

Dr. Louise Caudill
has been

Patient Diane Ball
has been going to
Dr. Caudill since
age 8 and her three
sons were also
delivered by
Dr. Caudill. Photo by
George Mead.

energetically
tending to the
health of her
Rowan County

At right: St. Claire
Hospital, founded by
Dr. Caudill, has grown
from 42 to 159 patient

community

beds. Photo by

George Mead.

A

lot has changed in the practice of
medicine since Dr. Louise Caudill,
now 85 years old, opened her first
office in Morehead in eastern Kentucky
in January 1948.
"Everything's changed," she laughs.
'.'But the most important thing has
stayed the same - the relationship
between the patient and the doctor. "
That relationship may be one of the
reasons Caudill has stayed in the field for
nearly 50 years. After working as a physician for five decades and founding a hospital, some might think Caudill would be
more than ready for retirement. The
opposite is closer to the truth. Although
she admits that she thinks about retiring
all the time, she hopes to continue doing
what she loves best - making people
who feel bad feel good again - for many
more years.
"I enjoy living. I keep busy and I like
it," she says. "Why should I retire when
this is what I like to do? Working is the
most fun there is."
She may be having fun, but Caudill
has also done a lot of good over the
decades, improving the health of thousands of people in and around her Rowan

I
18

County community. Her efforts have
been recognized with awards from the
University of Kentucky to the American
Academy of Family Physicians. Most
recently she received the 1997 Distinguished Rural Kentuckian award, which
is presented annually by the Kentucky
Association of Electric Cooperatives to
recognize people who have made significant contributions to improving the
ualit of life for Kentgckians, ~pecial_ly
in rural communities.
"When we first got started we were
very idealistic," says Susie Halbleib, the
nurse who helped Caudill start her first
practice and still works with her today.
"We wanted to make a difference,"
Caudill says. "We thought we were going
to cure them all."
"I think we made a difference, "
Halbleib says. ''We made medicine better
here. Mothers get prenatal care now and
women get Pap smears. None of that was
even available when we came here."
At an age when her contemporaries
have long since retired, Caudill maintains a busy medical practice and swims
daily in her indoor pool.
She has cut back somewhat. She no

longer works at the hospital or delivers ·
babies, but she still sees about 20
patients a day. She doesn't consider that
much at all.
''We used to see a lot more than that,"
she says. "This is easy living now. It feels
like retirement compared to how busy we
once were."
Her dedication to her community is in
part the result of her deep love for the
community_ where 1she wa_s born and has
called home fo r her entire life - except
fo r the few years she spent away during
college and her medical training.
"This is where I fit," she says with a
smile. "There are no people like the people in Morehead."
Caudill should know because many of
them have been her patients, and - for
more than 8,000 - Caudill's hands were
the first to welcome them into the world
in the delivery room.
"Sometimes it seems like we've seen
practically everybody in Rowan County,"
Halbleib says.
Another reason for Caudill's dedication to her community is her upbringing. Her parents, Judge Daniel Boone
and Etta Proctor Caudill, stressed educaKENTUCKY LIVING/NOVEMBER
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Alexandria
Trapp's Service Center
(606) 635-2810

Manchester
Clay County
Mobile Home l¼rts
(606) 598-6191

Barbourville
Farmers Supply
& Explosives
(606) 546-4 I04

Marion
Randall 's Repair
(502) 965-2383

Beattyville
Land Farm & Home
(606) 464-8009

Monticello
Dale 's Saw Shop
(606) 348-5939

Booneville
Land Farm Supply
(606) 593-5358

Morgantown
Drake Farm Service
(502) 526-3741

Bowling Green
Faxon's Outdoor Power
Equipment
(502) 78 1-0232

Mt. Vernon
Jack's Pro Hardware
(606) 256-4363

Brandenburg
Parrish Implement
West
(502) 422-4907

Coomer' s Saw and

Mt. Washington

Brownsville
Green River Hardware
(502) 597-35 11
Burkesville
NAPA of Burkesville
(502) 864- 12 12
Cumberland
Maynard Home Center
(606) 589-4422
Dry Ridge
Handyman Rental
(606) 824-7368
Eastern
Eastco Supply Inc.
(606) 358-9251
Elizabethtown
TNT Small Engines
(502) 737-3253
Glasgow
Vance Lawn &
Garden Center
(502) 65 1-9740
Greenup
Greenup Farm Supply
(606) 473-6177
Hardinsburg
Southern States Breck
(502) 756-2352
Hawesville
Hancock County
Farm Supply
(502) 927-8024
Leitchfield
Anderson Lawn
& Garden
(502) 259-4256
London
Ormsco, Inc.
(606) 864-7319

Lawn Shop
(502) 955-6 17 1

-

Owenton
Kindoll & Riley, Inc.
(502) 484-2375
Paris
Keller's Farm Store,
Inc.
(606) 987-4864
Philpot
Hagan 's Saw Shop,
Inc.
(502) 729-472 1
Prestonsburg
Ratliff Farm Supply
(606) 886-2450
Science Hill
Quality Equipment
(606) 423-372 1
Stanton
Roger's Hardware &
Building Supply
(606) 663-2598
Tompkinsville
Monroe Feed &
Farm Supply
(502) 487-6 111
Tyner
Ingram Truck &
Tractor
(606) 364-5 11 4
Waddy
Masters Equipment Co.
(502) 829-5293
Whitley City
Big M Discount
(606) 376-8500
Williamsburg
Faulkner & Taylor
(606) 549-3550

STIHL®
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tiers. Dr. Augustine Webber, a prominent
area physician, was the last person
interred in the cemetery in 1873. Today,
there are 185 marked graves documented by the local historical society. The balance is, sadly, lost to the ravages of vandals, time, and weather.
In the last 100 years, unfortunately,
vandals have wreaked havoc on the old
grave markers, toppling, defacing, and
destroying many of them. Recently,
Hopkinsville has beefed up police patrols,
· formed a neighborhood watch committee, and enacted stringent anti-vandalism ordinances in an effort to preserve
and protect the cemetery.
Over at Riverside Cemetery, the grave
markers are of later vintage. In fact, this
cemetery came into use after'""l j rials
were discontinued at Pioneer Cemetery.
Riverside is a much larger and grander
burial ground, with many of the town's
19th-century luminaries interred there.
Riverside is the burial site of well-known
19th-century clairvoyant Edgar Cayce.
While at Riverside, keep an eye pealed
for Lillian McAllister Hale, a sprightly
octogenarian whose family settled in the
Hopkinsville area more than 200 years
ago. Miss Lillian is well-versed on town
and county history. She knows where all
the bodies are buried - in ).Tiore ways
than one.
Be sure, when yo·u're exploring
Riverside, to look for tl;i.e grave of Patsy
Brent. It won't be hard to find. It stands
on a small hill, all by itself. Born as a
slave on a local plantation in 1841, Patsy
was the favored companion of many
prominent and well-to-do area gentlemen. When she died in 1921, her burial
and interment was arranged by one of
her "close" friends.
Trail of Tears Commemorative Park is
Hopkinsville's memorial to one of the
saddest chapters in American history the forced removal of the Cherokee
nation from their lands in Georgia,
Tennessee, Kentucky, and North Carolina. Situated on the banks of the Little
River, the park is located on a portion of
ground where the Cherokee camped during
their forced march to Oklahoma in 1838.
The Heritage Center, in a cabin dating
from the mid-1800s, contains a museum
and gift shop. Displays and exhibits detail
the lifestyle of the Cherokee before, during,
and after the infamous Trail of Tears,
while the gift shop features almost exclu-

sively Native American-crafted articles.
On a small hill .overlooking the river
are the graves of Chiefs Whitepath and
Fly Smith. These prominent leaders led
their people to this spot, bolstering
morale and encouraging marchers along
the way by their stately bearing and wisdom. Old and ill, they both died, and
were buried, before the trek resumed.
Other park highlights include largerthan-life sculptures of Whitepath and Fly
Smith, an information wall, a courtyard
with nine flags representing the nine
states through which the tribe was
marched, and seven Red Chief dogwood
trees planted to represent the seven
Cherokee clans.
Lodging in Ho kinsvi lle runs the
gamtlt'fr
em to Oakland Manor bed & breakfast.
Your dining choices include The
Golden Corral, with a buffet that will
tempt even the fussiest eater; The
Latham Grille, where a casual, relaxed
atmosphere promotes dining on steamed
Thai pork dumplings, Kentucky Bourbon
chops, and Black Forest chocolate-raspberry torte; J's On Main,.where you'll find
house specialties like Jerk Shrimp and
Cape Cod Tenderloin; or The Bar-B-Q
Shack, where you can gorge on barbecued pork, mutton, and chicken with all :.
the fixin 's.
To collect Hopkinsville remembrances
of your own, contact: Hopkinsville/
Christian County Tourism and Convention
Commission, PO Box 1382, Hopkinsville,
KY 42241, 1-800-842-9959.

Short Stops & Day Trips

House of Clay
"I'd rather be right than President!"
America has had a long line of presidential election losers from whose lips
that would merely be sour grapes. But
the quote belongs to
Henry Clay, whose long
career in public service, and dedication to
principles
he held
dear, prove otherwise. It is doubtful, for
instance, that anyone else could have
effected the Missouri Compromise of
1821 and the Compromise of 1850 both of which, though they did not preContinued on page 36
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and service to others.
'
.
tio~~udill always wanted to be a doctor,
"practicing" on her first patients when
only a child, but when she was growing
up women were not expected to work and if they chose a career it would more
likely be in teaching.
After high school, Caudill attended
Morehead State Teachers College and
graduated from Ohio State University
with a bachelor's degree. She then went
on to earn her master's degree in physical education from Columbia University

Her medical training complete,
Caudill once again gave in to the pull of
her roots and returned to Morehead,
where she went to work in the area
where she was most needed - a small
rural maternity clinic.
While Caudill considers the 8,000
babies she 's delivered her greatest
accomplishment, perhaps her most lasting monument will be St. Claire Hospital
in Morehead.
Tired of watching her patients, friends
and neighbors travel more than two

in New York. Although she still intended
to pursue her dream of_becom.ing_a_doctor, when she was offered a job at
Morehead she thought it would be a
chance to save some money for medical
school. So she became the first woman
director of physical education.
However, Caudill had not given up on
her dream of becoming a doctor and she
saved her money. In 1943, she started an
accelerated program at the University of
Louisville. After graduating in 1946, she
completed her training at the Hospital of
Women's Training in Philadelphia.
. "A lot of people were upset when I was
in medical school because I took a spot
that some man could have filled," Caudill
says. "I was told I would probably only
practice a few years but a man would
practice for a lot longer. I bet I've practiced a lot longer than most of the men I
went to school with."

hours on rural roads to visit a hospital in
Lexington,...Caudil.l was.. determined t0--d something about it.
She operated a small clinic on Main
Street but often saw her two-bed facility
overflowing with patients. Caudill
drummed up $80,000 in contributions
and promises from the community, then
went looking for a nonprofit organization to run a hospital.
After approaching several religious
groups, she discovered the Catholic
Church was interested. However, a
Church representative would visit
Morehead first to determine if there really was a need for a hospital.
While Caudill had -done everything
she could to help herself and her community, divine intervention seemed to
lend a hand as well. On the night the
Monsignor came to investigate, Caudill
delivered five babies and there literally
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was no more room at the inn.
"We only had one crib and we had
babies lined up on the divan," Caudill
remembers. " 'Yes,' said the Monsignor, 'a
hospital would be a good idea, and the
Sisters of Notre Dame could run it.' "
Thirty-seven years after it opened, St.
Claire has grown from 42 beds to 159 and
includes modern diagnostic equipment.
"I'm sort of proud of it," Caudill says
modestly, although she doesn't claim
credit for the accomplishment. "One of
the things that has always helped me in

this world is my ability to get other peo-

- ~- c..=. .-

ple t0-d0--t-AiRgs,...c.':.'.cc

However modest she may be, Caudill 's
accomplishments have not gone unrecognized. Her office is covered with
awards and honors. She was named
Kentucky's Country Doctor of the Year in
1974 and the National Country Doctor of
the Year 20 years later. The American
Academy of Family Physicians awarded
her the 50 Year Award and named her a
Charter Fellow. The University of
Kentucky Department of Physicians .
Medicine and Rehabilitation presented
her with their Special Achievement
Award.
But the reason Caudill stays with the
work has nothing to do with awards:
"People are the fun of it," she says.
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This is part of the group that ap- Martin, Don Crany, Mrs. Don Crane,
proved articles of incorporation for Standing:
Alpha · M. Hutchinson,
the Cave Run Mental Health and Father Edw~rd Haggerty, Ersil Ward,
Mental Retardation Board in a meeting Father Ted Stanley, W. E. Crutcher,
at Morehead Monday. 1 The heavily Dr. L. Bradley Clough. 'this piesubsidized program covers six area _ture was taken _ ~rior to the late
co1,m ties, with headquarters at More- arrival of se'\!~ ~her_ county de'head . Front, from left: Mrs . Hazel le11:ates .
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Dr. LouiSe Caudill •

I

An avid tennis player, Dr. Louise looks
wi stfully at the accumulation of snow
I on h e r private court.
By JOE LAMB
Staff Writer

his first son.
Her First Deliv,ery

'

"All you_have t.o do is believe in God
and that woman doctor. and so help me.
you'll live forever. "
· That tribute was paid to Dr. C. Louise
Caudill in the April 28. 1957, edition of
the /,m,i.,l'i/l(• Courier Journal by a
woman patient of hers. The spry
country doctor. who stands no more ·
than 5-feet-2 and weighs only about 115
pounds. already had gained a
reputation throughout eastern Kentucky for being one of the most
dedicated and hard working doctors.
f'";

r-n ,c.111 uf' won1an, ever to come tola region

by the time that article was written.
· Now. more than two decades later.
she is still regarded as an " eager
beaver" and is noted across the state
for her achievements, not only in
medicine. but in educatioff and com~ -•--~ u

Dr. Caudill has delivered many
children 'into the world, perhaps
thousands of them. but she is afraid to
take a guess. Even with all the many
babies she has brought into the world,
she says she still has a "vivid memory"
of her· first maternity case in Rowan
County .
The 1957 <:ourier-Journal article
recounted the story this way:
"Kentucky had 'just had a record
snowfall on Feb. 2, 1948. when .s he and
Susie Halble1b. ( her nurse and personal
associate for 31 yea rs ) were summoned

to a home far back in the hills.
''The girls were clad in two pairs of
pajamas, slacks, fur-lined shoes. and
sheepskin-lined jackets. They drove as
far as they could go by car. then were
mot b"----::t...m:u1 di:h.dn1& twn..horses...hit-

•

~
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Morehead's Resident
tion. She went to school to become a
teacher because her mother thought
a woman should not be a doctor.

boy. sleeping in the wadded covers at
· the foot of his mother's bed."
There have been many other stories
in Dr. Caudill's life: many of them
leave pleasant memories bu·t there are
a number which do not. One such
memory is that of an expectant mother
who was bleeding badly. She li ved off
Flemingsburg Road and Dr . Caudill
couldn't reach her by car.
Dr. Caudill said that the woman was
having her baby prematurely a nd that
she was bleeding so much that she and
Susie had to carry her out on a blanket.
She said that it was the most physically
trying incident of her career because
the two of them. along with the
woman's husband. had to car ry her
through two fields and up the road in
"knee-deep" mud.
Dr. Caudill recalls, "It was a good mile. I know . But she did all right and
the baby did all right. It had all these
things that most newborns ha've like
that, butitlived."

After graduating from Rowan County
High School in the middle of her senior
year. she went to MSU for one
semester. From there she went to Ohio
State University where she obtained a
bachelor's degree in physical
education. She came back to Morehead
State University and taught physical
education for seven years. completing
work on her masters in science
education at Columbia during the
summers.
Eventually she went on to the University of Louisville Medical School and
became a doctor. fullfilling her life-long
dream . It was in Louisville that she met
Susie Halbeib, a nurse, who was to
become her companion and professional assistant.

Loves Talking

Physically Active

For some doctors. medicine is most
rewarding because· of the financial ·
benefits. for others it is the personal
sense of accomplishemnt or the .feeling
of helping others. For Dr. Caudill. each
of those things makes her happy to a
degree, but what she likes best and
enjoys most about being a ctdctor is
"talking with people." ·
"I get to talk with someon'e. you
know. and think that I had a real good
experience. I was talking to a girl the
other day, nof wanting to take the pill.
but yet trying to get her to do something
to try and relieve her tensions., Those
things are satisfying . . . if it works ·
out."
Perhaps the most gratifying tJing in
life for Dr. C. Louise Caudill ha\ heen
Morehead's St. Claire Medical Center.
To say that she was instrumenta l in the
establishment of that hospital is an
understatement. She personally
initiated the effort to raise funds for it
and went ".around begging ·
my
knees" for the money to get it built.
Building a Dream

Even today, at 66 years of age, Dr.
Caudill has not neglected her physical
education trai ning and her commitments to good Iealth. She is an avid
tennis enthusiast and will play on her
own private court in her back yard any
til)1e she can find a partner who is good
enough to give her a challenge. She also
loves to swim and often takes a dip in
her own indoor pool when it's warm
enough. She can't go swimming during
the winter because it costs too much to
heat the pool. .
Despite her excellent physical condition, Dr. Caudill syas she has not been
strong enough to give up smoking.
However, she will look a person right in
the eyes and tell him, " Smoking is the
biggest killer there is." To that Susie
adds, "If she could play tennis all day
long , she wouldn 't need to smoke."
Dr. Caudill says that her job is 98
percent of her personal life, the other
two percent is divided among tennis,
swimming and a small touch of politics.
A couple weeks ago she was named a
co-chairman on Terry McBrayer's
Rowan County campaign committee.
McBrayer is seeking the Democratic
nomination for governor.
Dr. Caudill says she is · supporting
him because he is a graduate of MSU.
she knows him personally and thinks he
can do a great deal for eastern Kentucky. She was also involved with the
campaign of Sen. Wendell Ford. but
other than that she says she has done
very little in politics. She adds th11t
whJ t little she does do stCei-ns from her
dad's interest in politics .
Dr. Caudill says that it was so late
when she started medical school that
she had neither the time nor the inclination for a family of her own. One
gets the feeling talking with her that

on

The hospital began as a dream to Dr.
Caudill but snowballed into a reality
that had nearly every resident of
Rowan County digging into his pocket
for money to help build it. She s~s that
she went to the wealthier peopl., first,
asking them to reach into their l)Ulfolds
before going around to j.ust aborf very
house in the county for money. s says
that is was then that she re";_li~ . " t Jst
how much the people rea11y \Wli,,11-.'>!d i!he
hospital. "
Dr. Caudill, who said that she and
Susie worked as a team, pointed out the
three main objectives that they wa nted
to fill. She said she wanted to have a
good building, have a good a dministration.andhavce_2oorl_nhllsici~11s

st~ Claire

Her Education

s:h..___h:u,~nnt- mis:s:ad nnt "" muoh

C.bo

Dr. Louise _looks o vt-'r moundi;, of pa1wr work
on the desk in ht-'r study.
bringing medicine to eastern Kentucky .
She says that there were other doctors
here when she came. She says she.
found it rough becoming and being a
doctor. but had it "no rougher than
anyone else, " male or female . She said
.that in one of her first medical classes
" four fellows left when they opened the
lids on some cadavers" and never
returned. She said she felt like leaving.
but forced herself to stick with it.
Accomplishments Noted

During her 31 _vears as a Morehead
doctor, C. Lon i~e Caudill has r ece ived
many ho11ot~ and has a cc~mplished
many things . Sh,e has been named
Kentucky Woman of Achievement ; she
was named the Lions Club Woman of
the Yea r for Rowah County ; she was
voted Doctor of the Year of the
Academy of Family Practice ; she is a
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vr womarr,--eve-rro-comero;a--r-egron
by the time that article was written.
· Now, more than two decades later.
she is still regarded as an "eager
beaver" and is noted across the state
for her . achievements, not only in
medicine, but in education and community improvement as well.
Just this week Dr. Caudill was
honored as the Woman of Achievement
by the Kentucky Federation of Business
and Professional Women. Wednesday,
the Board of Regents for Morehead
State University passed a formal
resolution commending Dr. Caudill for
her "personal and professional service ·
to the people of Kentucky for her
support of public high education . in
general and of Morehead State
University in particular." In making
the motion to adopt that resolution.
newly appointed regent. Billy Joe Hall.
said that he was particularly honored to
do so because Dr. Caudill had delivered

~usre-fta·rme10:-Tnernurs-e·arrrr-persuna·r
associate for 31 years) were summoned
to a home far back in the hills.
"The girls were clad in two pairs of
pajamas. slacks, fur-lined shoes, and
sheepskin-lined jackets. They drove as
far as they could go by car. then were
met by a man driving two horses hitched to a crude wooden sled.
"The doctor and the nurse climbed
aboard and glided back into the snowy
hills . They arrived at the one-room
shack a little past midnight. The only
heat came from a tiny drum stove.
"Beside the expectant mother there
were the husband, an old woman, and
two small children. one of whom was
very ill.
"The patient was in the middle of a
vast feather bed. Since the only light
came from one grimy oil lamp and the
stars that shone through the holes of the
roof. it was some time before Dr. Louise
discovered third child. a two-year-old

a

rrownnrcn--ure- p·e-01
hospital. "
Dr. Caudill, who said that she and
Susie worked as a team, pointed out the
three main objectives that they wanted
to fill. She said she wanted to have a
good building, have a good administration and have good physicians.
With the help of the Morehead State
University medical program, t_he
Catholic sisters from Notre Dame, and
a group of about 15 people she
organized into the Nor th Eastern
Kentucky Hospital Foundation, the
hospital became a reality in the early
1960's and has since exceeded her
dt~ams and hopes for the facility .
She said, "My dream was 150 beds, "
but added that she really didn't expect
that until the year 2000. The hospital
already has over 100 beds and by the
time the renovation now in progress is
complete, there with be 170 beds. Dr.
Caudill calls that "phenomenal."
Despite her 31 years as a family
practitioner in Morehead. her career
was not always pointed in that direc-

Trn,--1 c~~newuoc:.:,- u ~--.:;c;1i.-.. ~..-.•,,.:u.,.-rr...-- ..

dad's interest in politics.
Dr. Caudill says that it was so late
when she started medical school that
she had neither the time nor the inclination for a family of her own. One
gets the feeling talking with her that
she has not missed out on much. She
has a brother and two sisters still living
and another brother who is deceased.
Those siblings have families of their
own in which she can share.
Her brother. C.M. Caudill. a
Frankfort dentist. also bears the title of
doctor. One sister, Mrs. Mary Lucille
Little. lives in Lexington and the other.
Patricia Eubank, lives in Ft.
Lauderdale. Fla. Her brother, Boone
Proctor Caudill. Sr. is deceased. Her
father was Judge D.P. Caudill and her
mother was Etta Proctor Caudill.
Being one of Kentucky's first women
doctors. Dr. Caudill was somewhat of a
pioneer in medicine. But she says that
she doesn't want to be credited with

ma:ny nunor :, a ·n ,;,- uau a,c·= •n·p•··~····--- - - - ~ ~ - - - - - -~ many things. Sh.e has been named
Kentucky Woman of Achievement; she
was named the Lions Club W.oman of
the Year for Row ah County; she was
voted Doctor of the Year of the
Academy of Family Practice; she is a
deacon in the Christia n Church ; she has
been a member of the Kentucky Council
on Higher Education for many years;
she is president of the People's Bank at
Sandy Hook; she is on the Board of
Directors at St Claire; she is a principal figure on the North Eastern
Kentucky Hospital Foundation; she·is a
member of Pi Beta Phi Sorority, and
many other things. so numerous they
could fill a page of newsprint. ·
Despite all that she is most thankful
of two things in particular - to be living
a nd to have been instrumental in
getting a hospital started in Morehead.
Yes. if one can believe in God and that
woman doctor. he might just live
. forever . Dr. C. Louise Caudill certainly
stands•a good chance of doing it .
·
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Dr. C. Loaise Caudill, left, provided pay-if-you-can care at her ~
Morehead office for 50 years~ She died Dec. 31 at age 86, but~. ~
9
other area doctors are stepping in to continue her legacy.
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PHOTOS BY DAVID STEPHENSON/ STAFF

Susie Halbleib looked over records in Dr. C. Louise Caudill's office in Morehead last week. Halbleib, who was Caudill's nurse for
more than 50 years, says she retired the day the doctor died, but she was still giving shots and making referrals last week.

Doctor's spirit of caring
lives on after her death
By Frank E. Lockwood
NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU

MOREHEAD - After all those decades of delivering babies and providing pay-if-you-can
health care in this small Appalachian town, nobody seems to know for sure just how many patients Dr. C. Louise Caudill left behind.
But everybody knows those patients
aren't going away. And lots of people are
pitching in to make sure they don't fall '
into the cracks.
Within a week of her Dec. 31 death,
the medical community united to meet
the needs of the hundreds of patients
Caudill cared for over the years. The effort has people thinking it ought to be emulated
in other areas of Kentucky - which has tens of
thousands of uninsured or underinsured people
- and beyond.
"I think it sets an outstanding example ... for

what communities all across the United States
need to think about doing," said the man who delivered Caudill's eulogy, the Rev. Bill Watson,
pastor of First Christian Church in Morehead.
Those who know her say Caudill, who opened
her practice in 1948, a time when women physicians were unheard of in northeastern
Kentucky, would be especially pleased
that women are so active in the effort to
treat her patients.
Beginning March 1, Dr. Jeannette
Kong-Sibal of Morehead will occupy
Caudill's Main Street clinic. Until then,
, other doctors are stepping forward.
"Any of her patients that need a doctor, we're going to take care of them," says Dr. ·
Laura Ellis of the Morehead Clinic.
Like Caudill, the clinic accepts people who are Caudill opened her practice in Morehead
poor and uninsured.
in 1948. A new doctor will take over the
See CAUDILL, A13 office on March 1.

From the Front Page
CAUDILL: Spirit

of caring lives
on after doctor
From Page One

The clinic, which has 22 doctors, is opening early and closing
late to accommodate Caudill's patients. Doctors are taking shorter
lunch breaks and signing up for
longer hours to meet the need, clinic
officials said.
Ellis saw many of Caudill's patients who visited the Morehead
Clinic last week.
"We can never live up to her,
but we'll try to do what she would
DAVID STEPHENSON/ STAFF
have wanted us to do," she said.
Nurse Susie Halbleib took Carolyn Barker's blood pressure in
At St. Claire Medical Center, the
Dr. Louise Caudill's office last week. Barker was a patient of
Morehead hospital Caudill founded
Caudill's
for 24 years before the doctor passed away.
in 1963, Dr. Kim Williams also is
\
helping meet the demand.
Williams and others say they're and confidante, says she retired the
Williams is signing medical simply following the example set day the doctor died. But Halbleib,
charts and authorizing prescrip- by Caudill, a revered figure in 74, is still at the office, giving allertions so Caudill's patients don't run northeastern Kentucky who deliv- gy shots and immunizations, arout of medication while they're ered 8,000 babies in a career that ranging refills and referring pafinding a new primary-care spanned a half-century.
tients who need help to other physiprovider.
"This wouldn't be any surprise cians. She says she'll continue doShe isn't billing anybody for the to her at all. She'd be shocked if we ing that until all of Caudill's paextra work.
didn't pitch in and help," Williams tients are accounted for.
"We owe her so much .and J said. _
Putting an exact number on
owe her so much ... because she re- At her :fimeral, 1t was Watson thosepatients- isn't easy:'"Everr Halally blazed a trail for women physi- who urged area doctors to fill the bleib, who worked with Caudill for
cians in Eastern Kentucky. So any- void created by Caudill's death. more than 50 years, doesn't know
thing I do this week and this month And Caudill's office itself led the for sure.
is pure payback to her because she way, reopening the day after her
Moi·e certain is the dedication
shown by Caudill and Halbleib to
did so much for all of us," Williams Jan. 3 funeral.
said.
Susie Halbleib, Caudill's nurse the people of Appalachia.

"These are two people with one
mind, one purpose, one heart, one
character," said John Collis, 75, a
patient who has known the doctor
and nurse team since the 1940s.
Halbleib says Caudill would
welcome Kong-Sibal's arrival.
"We've been trying to get a
woman in there for quite some
time," Halbleib said. "That's what
she would've liked."
Kong-Sibal, who treated many
of Caudill's Elliott County patients,
said, "I more or less know what
she's done for them and I know I
can help them."
Kong-Sibal will get a warm
welcome, Halbleib said. But that isn't likely to make anyone forget
about Caudill.
"We just lost a close member of
our family," said Buford Crager, 58,
an assistant professor of health education at Morehead State University.
"I go to bed with that on my
mind. And I get up with it on my
mind. We thought she was going to
live forever," said Barbara Fannin
of Morehead, a patient for 40 years.
Sitting inside the clinic last
week, Fannin, Crager, Collis and
Lois Anne Holley, another patient
of Caudill's.,_ ~hared stories _and
memories.
"This place is about as familiar
to us as our living room," the 69year-old Holley said. "I don't know
what we're going to do without
her."

fRIDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 9, 1987

Families of patients who died at St. Claire Medical Center between July I and Sept. :m gathered in the hospital's cafeteria Wednesday for a
memorial service conducted by the Rev. Jack Ellis, pastor of the Wallingford United Methodist Church .

Kentuckians Who Make a Difference
The Teenage Mayor
Teenager Sean Edwards is mayor! Sean isn't mayor of a
town, though. In 1993 he was mayor of Micro-City Government, a volunteer program in Lexington that teaches young
people about citizenship and government. Mayor Edwards
takes his job seriously. He has created a late-night, weekend basketball program to help keep young people away
from drugs and crime.
Sean strongly believes that education is the key to making life better. He has helped Kentuckians who didn't finish
school to obtain their high school degrees. "Almost anything you do,"
e says, "should be to help somebody else in some way." Sean acts on
his word. He is one person who makes a difference to, his community.

A Hospital for Morehead
.;
When Dr. Claire Louise Caudill begai1 p~acticing medicine in 1948,
the town of Morehead did not have a hospital. People had to travel far
for medical care, and Claire often traveled to them. One night she rode
through a snowstorm on a horse-drawn sled to help deliver a baby. If
people couldn't pay her, she provided her services for free.
To improve health care in her community, Claire dreamed of building a hospital in Morehead. She needed three
things, she said, to make her dream come true: "a good
building, someone to run it, and good doctors." Claire
began raising money and got the whole community to
pitch in. C!,\!dmn planned neighborhood carnivals and
set up lemonade stands. After years of hard work,
Claire's dream came true. St. Claire Medical Centernamed in her honor-opened in 1962,. Claire says, "I'm
a great believer that things fall into place." With commitment and dedication to a goal, Claire is one Kentuckian
who helped things to fall into place in her community.
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_· Dr-. 'Warren Proud-foot, healer,
leader·, education advoc~te, dies
community leader. L. think the
entire community is better off
since he passed our way.·'
lie was born Jan . !.I. l!.121 in
Talbott Community, W.Va . a.
Dr. Warren Proudfoot, 70 , Slate University .
son of a coal miner, the late
chairman of the Rowa.n County
Dr . Grote added, ··While he Ervin Shafter and ·sylvia Foy
,--~~Buard- of-Educatiurr,--cerfoundcr -wa s--ver-y-much-a -professi'onal in;---Proudfoot. __
. __________ _.
· of Cave Run Clinic and the field of medicine, he was not'
Dr . Proudfoot joined the Navy
Morehead National_Bank, died · only a community leader, but he in 1940 lo get an education ,.ind
Aug. 31 of cancer at the became involved as a statewide spent about four years •in the
University of Kentucky Medical leader and a national leader .
hospital corps .
Center.
" It's very . unusual for a
His service with the first Navy
Described as a healer. medical doctor lo become r so mobile hospital during World
community leader and ardent involved in education , · but he War II got him interested in
Dr. Warren
supporter of public education, had a real Jove for young people medicine and it was during his
e held Sept. 4
Dr. Proudfoot served as clinic.al and a genuine love for students . ;\lavy experience that he met a
1e Morehead
professor of surgery at the I think he really saw the value of · capt~in who directed him lo
;od.
University of Kentucky, a qualit:t education .: ·
Harvard University.
teaching recent medical.school
Kenneth Bland , superin°
Out of 40 military men who
graduates how to be surgeons at tendent of the l{O\\'an County were accepted at Harvard, Dr .
Trent ·
his clinic.
·'
school system , said , "\Ve have Proudfoot was one of 14 who
"He was j_u st' a great human lost a great educational leader lasted.
>l to
being," said . Dr. C. Nelson for our county s ystem and the
Dr. Proudfoot completed the
Grote, president of Morehead community has - los t a good
(Continued on page two)
~

~Funeral is scheduled for Sept. 4
at Morehead First Church of God

1rday

t. -76, of . Dry
found at hjs
with a selfwound to the

~

"

police, Trent
lead on arrival
lical Center al

·H avin·g trou.b le finding ~·o unty roads?
Not anymore ~ays judge-executive

By KIM HAMILTON
and respond to calls and help the
If you have had difficulty in postal service more accurately
the past trying to locate county . deliver th-email.
1s still under . roads, your . problems are
"It will also .be a tremendous
h,e state police ·. resolved.
help for people out of town who
suspected.
Rowan County . fiscal court come here 1o o king · for
was awarded . a grant recently residences. If they know the
.~.,.tbat.. will be used to to purchase mailing address, they should be ·
. :road name signs for all county . able to drive to the house: This
roads. · The grant will also · was not possible with just route.
purchase some new regulatory nu·m bers, .. he continued.
signs . for roadways, according
We . . also want everyone · to
to -· Judge-executive Clyde . know that some of the names on
· Thomas.
__ .
.
_ the signs are abbreviated, said
. Fiscal court receive a grant • Thomas, some of the longer
· totalling · $13,076.07 to purchase _names would not fit in the size of
needed signs. Court has ordered the sign and , a couple of road
397 road name sighs and the · names had to -be extended to two .
""75racKffs'-ro- rnstall - ur~m- for- a- 1in~e,,..._- - - - - - - - i
cost of $5,125 .35 and · 270
· regulatory signs at a cost of · •Installation is ·expected this ~
fall, when all the materials are ·
$1,950.72.
available.
...._
Both types of signs are made
Listed
are
the
roads
{hat will
of recyclable pla~tic.
_
"This has needed to be done receive signs:
.
~ - ~ .,-.---~1--~•,. ,. · - .. 'T''- --~~ M ' •'
.A'..'c0rn I.nrl us tr v Roa d. Ada ms

Boyd Road, R. Boyd Road,
Bragg Lane, Bramblewood
Lane, Bratton Road, Brineger
Road, Brockman Lane, Brown
(Continued on page two}

- News BriefsChamber to hold
monthly meeting
The Morehead-Rowan
County Chamber of Commerce · will -hold its regular
montly meeting Thursday,
Sept. 5, at 12 noon _at the
Morehead Holiday Inn .
--:-- Guest- Speaker -- will -- be
Thomas Calvert, president of
the Hardwood Festival
Board:-He will address the
board on activities and entertainment for this year's
_.festiyal.
-

f

Every hour of every day, St. Claire Regional Medical
Center is providing amazing medicine close to
home, with an average of more than 1,300 patients
encounters a day. This is a glimpse at a typical day
in the life of SCR, through the eyes - and cameras - of
some of our staff members and friends.

SCR's Emergency Departme t has
about 33,500 patie encounters.
mergency Department
reats an average of one patient
every 16 minutes.

SCR's Emergency Departme
about 33,500 patie

has
encounters.

mergency Department
reats an average of one patient
every 16 minutes.

EACH YEAR:
Facilities Managem
staff members have
feet of buildings to
secure throughout

Each year, about 500 babies are
born at St. Claire Regional.
Since the Medical Center opened in
1963, more than 25,000 babies
have been born at SCR.

EACH YEAR:
The SCR Laboratory Department
performs nearly 1. 2 million tests.

SCR's Environ
handles 11,000
each week.

EACH YEAR:
SCR's Pastoral Care vo unteers provide over
2,000 hours of spiritual and emotional support to patients and families.
SCR's Pastoral Care Department provides housing in Bethany Inn
for about 20 families who need to be close to a seriously ill loved one.

EACH YEAR:
Over 750 health professions students
use SCR for their clinical education
experiences.
Students can obtain clinical education
in 31 specialties.
SCR has 3 residency programs: Dentistry,
Family Medicine, and Pharmacy.

EACH YEAR:
Over 750 health professions students
use SCR for their clinical education
experiences.
Students can obtain clinical education
in 31 specialties.
SCR has 3 residency programs: Dentistry,
Family Medicine, and Pharmacy.

St. Claire Regional's family medi
more than 77,000 pa

Claire Re
rment h

ncou . r
The top five
at SCR are p
lung and blad
/...

Additional services
include: Dermatology,
Radiology Review, and
Adult Endocr·nology

EACH YEAR:
SCR Hospice/ Palliative Care serves
more than 400 patients and famities.
The SCR Home Care staff makes
more than 67,000 home visits,
driving more than a million miles
throughout the eight-county area
that it serves.

EACH YEAR:
There are about 9,800 vi
Cardiac Rehabilitation De

More than 50 volunteers with
the St. Claire Auxiliary provide
17,000 hours of service to
promote health am:I welfare in
a multitude of ways.
70 St. Claire Hospice volunteers
work 2,600 hours to assist
terminally ill patients and their
q,,ved ones.
lunteers contribute more
han 2,000 hours of support.

More than 50 volunteers with
the St. Claire Auxiliary provide
17,000 hours of service to
promote health aRd welfare in
a multitude of ways.
70 St. Claire Hospice volunteers
work 2,600 hours to assist
terminally ill patients and their
(dv~d ones.
lunteers contribute more
han 2,000 hours of support.

proximatel
treated i

ir Ambulance trave
iles round trip to
early 00 p_atients
o other-hospitals,
ne of state's busies
ces.

EACH YEAR:
SCR's Inpatient Rehab/
Transitional Care programs
serve more than 350 patients.
Those patients stay an average of
15 to 20 days.

St. Claire Regional's Heal h
Information anagement
Department pulls about
1,000 chart for
i nt care
or qu lity mana
ent.
es

r

,000 up

lnformatio
ices Di 1si
ages 80 mil
abling,
computer wor s ations a
ops, 1,200 u
nd 5
are applicatlons.

gnostic Imaging
performs about 65,000
procedures.

The St. Claire Foundation
would like to thank the
photographers who
captured the essence of
•
St. Claire Regional Medical Center
in this publication

Rosemary Curtis, Brett Hall,
Kelli Hall, Melanie Hurst,
Tom Lewis, Jessica Robinson
Carol Shutt, ft Patrick Skinner
Graphic Design by Jessica Robinson

,.,~ St. Claire Regional

H

Medical Center

:::~:::

St. Claire Regional

OUTPATIENT CENTER

~Cave Run
Surgical Specialists~

:::~ St Claire Regional

Famil}!, Meilicine

A service ofSf. Claire Regional Medical Center

Amazing • Medicine • Close to Home
222 Medical Circle
Morehead, KY
606. 783.6500

40351

::.~.:: St.
H

Claire HomeCare

Home Hea lth • Hospi ce • Home Medical Equipment
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MOREHEAD - Dr. Warren H.
Dr. ProudlQQJ was an organizer Luke Hospital West
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Proudfoot:
clinical
professor
o(
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the
Morehead National Bank and · after suffering an a1
ed Saturday
11 a.
Servi ces at gery at the University of Kentucky_ served on its board.He was an elder attack. Services
and president of Cave Run Clinic in · of Faith Presbyterian Church in -~. ~lli~ton -Sta~ey f :
t W.R. Mil·
·
isitation 5 to p.m.
thland. Visi- Morehead, •died Saturday at the UK · Morehead.
_Medical Center of cancer. He . was · ·.. Dr. Proudfoot_ was a. mernber..oL .--.--WINCHESTER
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Dr. Warren Proudfoot---(Cont inued lrom page one)
tour-~·ear un dergradua te course
40351
111 just two yt•;1rs ;111d then ad•
\'a11t·t•d .to llar\'ard Medical
St'hool rr:om wh it' h he grad uated
51
111 1\1;-,0 .
1d, Inc
l'n or to 1110\·111g to l\ lorehcad
111 l!ltiJ ;,is c hi ef ol s urgery at St.
Cl;1irl' l\ll'dtt'.i l 0' t'n ler. Dr .
l'roudfoot se n ·cd as chief of
~ d1to,
surgery at !\liners Memor ia l
. fH ',, I St
llosµ1tal. lli s m edical sc• n ·ice
.lt' 'f-Obl
•·t·,, B,.
has also incl uded U.S . Publi c
Hea lth St•n·ict• hospi tals i1r
Hoston . l\lobil<'. Ala .. and St'.1tcn
:SIsland .. :-S .Y.'. from a pt'riod
.s1i;i1111111g tnim l!J:,o to l!l5li .
From ;
6 to I !!SH . Dr :
S 19 .50
Proudt oo w:is t'111 el uf su rge ry
528 .00
of tlit• ' L'. S. lnd i;111 llospital 111
. E,ctpl
For t lkl 1;111,·c . .-\n z.
S29 .95
Sinct' I !171. Ill' h;1s been a
l [S TAX)
ml'mber ol the How;111 Count\·
!11.tll
Boa rd ol Education and has .
st'r\'l'd a s t' hairr11a11 s illl'l' l!li':! .
\\'l11 11' 011 the school ho;1rd Dr .
l'roudlnot pus hed to ge t Howa11
Count \' ·s schools ac c reditt•d bv
. th·,. SoullH·r11 ,\ ssot'latio11 1;1·
t'olleges andSc hou ls sothall he
comm unity t'o uld ilan· a scllii1 g
point to ;1ttr.1 c 1 bus int•ss and
1ndus t ry .
I k ,~ a ls o a former prcsidt'nl
of lh l' Kt•nturk~· Sl' hool noards

"

~

Association and served as - a
member of the Partners hip
Comm ittee a nd Nominating
Committee for Leaders hip
Offices of the National · School
Boards .Association. He was also ,
chai rman of the Northeas t
School Boards Assoc.iation.
Dr. Proudfoot a lso served as
c hai rman of the board of the
Markev Ca ncer ·center in
Lex ingion .
_. .
~
lie was medical di'rector QL
the area Heati.h Education
· Cou ncil. a · state:sponsored
organiza ti on that receives
ft'dera l money for rural hea lth
care training.
Dr . Proudfoot was a lso a n
o rg a ni zer ·or· the Morehead
Na t io nal Bank a nd se rved on its
board . li e was an e lder of Faith
Prcsbvtci-ian C hurch
in
Morehead .
lie was a member of th e
Sc hool Building Au!horily: th e
l{ow a n County Medical Society:
the Ke ntuck y Chapt er of' th e
American College of Surgeo ns : .
the
K e ntucky
Medical
Association: th e American
i\lcdical Assoc iation; and the
·American Coll ege of Surgeons.
li e had staff privileges al
i\lary · Chil es Hos pital in Mt.
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nbe r ·17
~ ab~/toddler _c ontest; Carl, f>erki ns Center
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Sterling, Fleming · County
Hospital in (.:.lemingsburg,
Morgan County Regional Appalachian llospital in West
Liberty and St. Claire Medical
Ce nter in Morehead .
Dr . · Proudfoot had been
awarded honorary ·doctor of
scie nce degree s at both
l\lorehca d State University and
the University of Kentucky .
Survivors include his wife,
Winifred Fogg Proudfoot ; four
s ons,
Wendell .Proudfoot,
Okemcns, Mich .. Dr. Martin
Proudfoot, Edmonds, Wash .,
Dr.
Richard
Proudfoot,
Morehead and Dr . Glenn
Proudf 001. Richmond: three
brothers, Herma n J. Proudfoot,
and E. Neil Proudfoot, both of
Talbott Community, W.Va ., C.
Noel Proudfoot. New Bern,
N.C . : three sisters, Elda
Yeager, Belingfon, W.Va. ,
Zelma Yeager, Elkins. W. Va .;
and Mary Belle Simmons,
Edmond , Wash. and eight
grandchildren.
Services will be conducted at 4
p.m . Sept. 4 at the Morehead
First .Church of God with Rev .
Ruth Mashewske officiating .
Burial will be in the Forest
Lawn Memorial Gardens .
Pallbearers will be Jeff
Proudfoot,
Sisler
Mary
Jeannette. Dr . Troy Burchell,
Ke nneth Bland, Allen Lake and
Terry Ensor.
Memorial gifts may be -made
to : McDowell Cancer Center:
America 1r Cancer Society:
Par kins on Disease Fund :
Warren & Winifred Proudfoot
Scholarship Fund, MSU: and
Habitat for Humanity .
Northcutt a nd Son Home · for
Funerals is caring for
arrangements .

Sewer
(Continued from page one)
six-inch water tap at Skateland
for a sprinkler system on U.S. 60
Eas_t. now Cowboys:
·
Sewer plant · dechlorination
s ystk m. hospital water made to
l'ced both directions, water plant
filter controls repair. sewer
cleaning · problem a ~ as by
Advance Company;
.
Inspected KY · 801 10-inch
.water line relocation for the new
Ranger Station, fire line for
__ sprinkler sy'stcm for Martindale
buHding tap, and Lakeview
Height's • 'sewer ' paclcage ..plant

'r•e·mova1:::-. _,1H., ' ... ·. 11 1.' IJ !i

ember 19
Yi ewin!! of World's L~l~l!est Breed of I lor~es: Percheron

(f..ont inued . from page one) ··

·

Morehead State University bestowed tht
Science degree on Dr. Warren Proudfoot
commencement ceremony in recognition
region's quality or life not only as a heah
leader and ardent supporter or public edut
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MOREHEAD MEMORIES
~ARLY MEDICAL PRACTITIONE~S (1864-1950)
BY
JACK D. ELLIS

MEDICrNE
Date Registered

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

1864
1875
1881
1881
1888
1894
1894
1894
1896
1897
1898
1898
1900
1900
1901
1901
1901
1904
1905
1906
1906
1907
1908
1908
1910
1916
1917
1918
1921
1923
1924
1928
1933
1935
1935
1946
1948
1948

DENTISTS
Date Registered

H.S. Logan
T.W. Banfield
C.M. Marlin
F.M. Carter
Jeremiah Wilson
B.J. Cox
M.C. Cash
Patrick Rogers
L.P. V. Williams
AW. McCleese
Charles Saulsbury
T .A.E. Evans
S.J. Porter
L.W. Banfield
I.H. Robbins
Laban F. Robbins
B.F. Fulks
AL. Blair
A.J. Davis
Grover C. Nickell
Alexander Skaggs
E.D. Frank
Farris L. Allen
John M. Logan
Jeff D. Kiser
James B. Messer
John W. Moss
Homer Nickell
John H. Cavins
G.S. McDonald
Asa W. Adkins
Elijah H. Maggard
Isadore M. Garred
John L. Clay
Everette D. Blair
Samuel E. Reynolds
Claire Louise Caudill
Joseph E. McKinney

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.

1895
1898
1900
1906
1907
1908
1914
1914
1916
1917
1925
1926
1927
1941
1941
1942
1945
1947
1947

G.F. Gray
James Woodward
Edward Bertram
James Malone
Homer Wilson
E. McKay Miller
William Mann
F.G. Davis
John Lester
Ollie M. Lyons
John A. Dorton
Delbert L. Sparks
Garman P. Salyers
Audrey Ellington
Harold L. Blair
Maurice, F. Herbst
Charles M. Caudill
Harold E. Holbrook
R.A. Weir

CHIROPRACTORS

1.
2.
3.

1924
1931
1947

Charles McGuire
N.C. March
0. Boone Morgan
OPTOMETRISTS

1.
2.
3.

1927
1935
1935

Frank Pearlman
George S. Burkett
L.A. Wise
VETERINARIANS

1.
2.

1907
1913

William Levi Hughes
Joseph Jamison
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The historic McDoweU -Home, Danville, which was taken
~ over Wednesday by. the State of ~entucky, and in bottom
\ photo, Bailey P. Wootton, directotj of State Parks, receives
key to the home from Harold B. 1 Braxton, right, W.P.A.
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Funeral Services
Held Tuesday For
Mrs. Laura Clayton
Friday After Short 111-

j

F::.:::::::~::.:t::=a
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Clayton, mother of J. Morgan
Clayton, and a Morehead resident,
were held at the Christian church
Monday afternoon. She died Friday at the home of her sister,
Mrs. Dora Gardner, Jacksonville,
Florida.
Burial took place 'at
Pine Hill cemetery.
The Rev.
A. E. Landolt conducted the services.
Mrs. Clayton is survived by
three sons, Ernest, St. Albans, W.
Va.; Russell, Muncie, Indian a, and
J. Morgan, Morehead. ·Two sisters also survive her, Mrs. Dora
Gardner, Jacksonville, Flor ida,
and Mrs. G. B . Mynhier, Texarkana, Arkansas.
Mrs. Clayton was bor n October
6, 1862, at Owingsville. In 1878
she married George Clayton a t
Farmers.
Mrs. Clayton left f or ·
Florida last November to spend
the winter there and died a fter a
short illness.
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Receives Highest Grade

I·

"Lige" Hogge, a student at Wash-!
ington and Lee College spent a ; ,
few days this week with his par- I·
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Hogge.
"Lige" has just completed the se-1
l mesters work and in "Constitutional
1 Law," received the highest grade
;I ever made by a student in W-L.
I

j' ··

j
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Citizen Die s At D . u gh tcrs ·
Home n _Huntington
F unera~ se,--vices for Mrs. Ric
mon d TussQy, 76, formerly of Mm
h ead, who died ls. st Thu rsda· '
the home of h er daughter,
" H eidler, Hunting'l on, W . Va '
hel Saturda
•e rn

Caudill was seven years olda tomboy who liked to climb cherry
trees and sell mud pies in front of her
house-when she decided she would
be a doctor. "I had this little boyfriend
whose father was a pharmacist, so he
was going to be a pharmacist and I was
going to be a doctor and we were
going to work together," Caudill
recalled during an interview in her
private office/ clinic, where she still sees
patients four days a week.

The one-story building's exterior is
plain---only a hand-printed notice to
potential burglars that there are no narcotics inside identifies it as a medical
office-and most everything inside seems
at least several decades old. On hot days
a tired air conditioner strains noisily outside Caudill's study. The hands on the
hall clock are stopped permanently at
3:45, and faded curtains keep sunlight
from brightening the drab waiting room
and the two examining rooms.

Still, there are hints of warmth
throughout: a bouquet of flowers on
the reception counter, and cabinet
fronts and walls papered with pictures
of some of the 8,000 children Caudill
is reported to have delivered in her
long career.
Most cheerful of all are the clinic's
employees: Caudill, who seems always
on the move; nurse Susie Halbleib, a
soft-spoken woman who's been working with Caudill since 1948; and two
OHIO STATE October 1998
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"I .want a good hospital."
Louise Caudil/'s mission for St. Claire Medical Center

friendly female assistants who plow
through the endless paperwork even a
small practice generates.
Asked what attracted her to medicine
at such a young age, Caudill shook her
head. "I have no idea," she admitted. "I
think mostly it was giving stuff to people
to help them. I believe that's about the
extent of the knowledge I had."
Caudill said her father, a lawyer and
prominent Morehead citizen, supported
her ambitions, but her mother "thought
you ought to be a lady. She thought you
ought to have a fancy hat and high heels,
and I wasn't a very fancy little girl."
After high school Caudill followed an
older sister to Ohio State. "Daddy had the
idea that if you went south to school you
didn't learn anything~you had to go
· north," she said.
She remembers being overwhelmed by
the size of the campus and the pace of
university life. "There were many, many
things that were going on that we didn't
have at all out here. When I was growing
up, I don't think any streets here were
paved. It was sort of mudhole-ish-that's
a new word I just invented!" Caudill
laughed, a full-body laugh that rocked her
in her seat and revealed deep creases
around her shining eyes.
Caudill knew she wanted to go to medical school, but she was undecided on an
undergraduate major until she saw a friend
preparing an assignment for a physical
education class. "She was trying to make
up a talk on how to serve a tennis ball,"
Caudill remembered. "I said, 'Well, shoot,
I can tell you that! You mean to say that's
what you're majoring in?"'
Caudill decided to take the same route.
After graduation, she returned to Morehead to teach tennis and swimming at the
state university there. In 1943 she began
her medical studies at the University of
Louisville, where she was one of only two
women in her class of 100.
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sister witnessed the last of the killingsthat of their great-uncle-when they were
children.
"I don't try to defend them, but there
was no law," Caudill said of her forebears.
"They took care of what they believed in.
And of course they all got drunk, an.d
when they got drunk they'd do things they
had no idea they'd done."
While the men went about their battles, the women faced hardships of their
own, chiefly a lack of medical care for
themselves and their children. Poor, uneducated, living on isolated farms in hollows
and hills inaccessible by vehicles, ·the
women suffered difficult labors and often
lost their babies to infections and diseases,
Caudill said.
It was a problem the young doctor
was determined to do something about,
and Caudill persuaded her friend Susie
Halbleib to join her in setting up a pracrice in Morehead. Halbleib agreed to sign
'-" on for one year. "I certainly didn't expect
~
to be here this long," she said with a smile.
Nurse Susie Halbleib, right, signed on to work
Those were the days when Caudill and
with Louise Caudill for a year. A half-century later, ·
she's still on the job.
Halbleib ventured out into the hills in
wagons and on foot to assist with compliCaudill said she occasionally visits
cated deliveries. "We had midwives back
Columbus, and that when she does she is
then," Caudill said. "Some of them knew
almost as disoriented as the small-town girl a little something, and some of them
who first walked the campus in 1930.
didn't know anything." She told of one
"Everything's changed."
frightening house call early in her practice
when she and Halbleib arrived to find a
Morehead, along with surrounding Rowan
woman in the midst of a difficult birth
and the midwife huddled in a corner,
County, has undergone some changes of
its own. "It hasn't grown so much in numpraymg.
bers as it has in, I would say, attitudes,"
Gradually the two women won the
Caudill said. "We're more part of the
trust of the hill dwellers, who were suspiworld nowadays."
cious of doctors in general, and the MoreThe Morehead to which she was born
head townspeople, who were suspicious of
in 1912 was a rough and almost lawless
a woman doctor in particular.
place, scarred by generations of feuding
In his book Rowan's Progress, author
over control of local government and the
James McConkey recalls waiting with his
bootleg trade. Caudill is descended from
wife and a sick child in a long line outside
Caudill's first office, a second-floor downthe notorious Tolliver family, which lost
many of its sons to the feud. She and a
town storefront:

1

"We took our place on the bottom
step of the staircase that augmented the
waiting area, moving upward, step by
democratic step (nobody being summoned ahead of anybody else), until it
was our turn to enter a room with a
bare wooden floor, a table and some
chairs, and an elderly couch .... Maybe
Dr. Louise had been too busy to don
her uniform, or for some reason had discarded it. In any event, she was wearing
jeans and a sweatshirt .. .. 'Well, what's
bothering the young-un?' she asked,
gently taking Larry into her arms."
"It's surprising how little we knew,"
Caudill said about those early days. "The
things we didn't have, the diseases we
had no medicines for." She has seen
many advances-new medicines, cancer
treatments, diagnostic tools, vaccinations
for polio and other diseases-and the
constant acceleration of medical progress
causes her some insecurity: "You're
always afraid that you're not up to date.
Keeping up is almost impossible."
Caudill has also witnessed some
unwelcome changes in the field: rising
costs, the increasingly heavy hand of
legislation, the transfer of control over
·patient care from individual doctors such
as herself to HM Os.
"The responsibility is, I think, still
with the hospital and the doctor, but
people don't all feel like that," she said.
"Time, money, insurance, the government-all those things make a pretty
big difference in just being yourself and
doctoring."
Caudill is determined to keep on doctoring until, as she put it, "Susie and I just
keel over." That day seems far off: the
women swim daily (the home they share
has an indoor pool) and ire healthy,
although Caudill has lost two hobbiestennis and walking-to bad knees. She
said she's known too many friends who
retired and then died.
"When you stop giving, you're gone,"
Halbleib added.
Of all the gifts Caudill has given the
people of Rowan County in 50 years,
one stands apart: St. Claire Medical

A plaque with Caudi/l's simple philosophy
greets visitors to St. Claire Medical Center.

Center. ''I'd say I'm most proud of that,"
she said, smiling.
The hospital is sprawling, sunny, and
modern. The building has undergone three
expansions since it opened in 1963, and
it's now the center of a vast health care
delivery system that serves at least eight
counties. In 1993 the National Rural
Health Association named St. Claire the
Outstanding Rural Practice in the U.S.
Caudill began raising money and
public support for a hospital in 1960,
when it became clear that.the small clinic
she ran with Halbleib fell short of meeting the community's needs. She solicited
help from Monsignor Charles Towell of
Covington, Ky., who recruited nuns from
the St. Louis-based Sisters of Notre
Dame to come to the heavily Protestant
community of Morehead and operate the
hospital. The University of Kentucky was
another key partner. Donations for the
hospital came from all segments of the
community: university professors and
staff donated significant percentages of
their earnings to the cause, and kids went
door to door to collect loose change.
The real challenge, Caudill saidone that continues to this day-was
attracting doctors to a rural town such
as Morehead. Over the years, however,
many good ones have come and stayed,
thanks largely to Caudill's powers of
persuasion.
And there's no shortage of local
talent. Caudill spoke with pride about

the many young women in Morehead
who have elected to follow her example
and become doctors themselves. "I think
for the most part women are more compassionate than men-and medicine, a
lot of it is a pat on the back," she said.
There are signs of Caudill's influence
throughout the halls of St. Claire, from a
simple bronze plaque in the main foyer
commemorating her mission ("I want a good
hospital") to the sophisticated equipment
usually found only ai: big-city institutions.
A mention of "Dr. Louise" to an
elderly volunteer in the hospital gift shop
evokes an immediate smile. "She just
loves people," said Hazel Nollau. "You
go in to see her, and she'll sit down for
a few minutes and talk to you. The care
and concern she has for her patients is
sincere. And that's the same feeling you
get here. It's a very caring hospital."
Bob Combs, the hospital's director
of social services, shared his assessment
of Caudill. "She has given of herself
more than anybody I know," he said.
"Her vision of what this hospital should
be is as strong today as it was in the
beginning, and I think that has carried
over to the employees."
"There's no one else like her," Nollau
said.
"Unless it's Susie," Combs added
with a chuckle.
Back at their office, Caudill and Halbleib
insisted there is nothing special about
them. "If we hadn't come along, somebody else would have done it," Halbleib
said. "I will say, nobody would have
worked as hard as we did."
Caudill retorted, "No, nobody's as
crazy as us," and the two women shared
a dry laugh.
"I think other doctors have got a lot
more sense than I have," Caudill admitted, furrowing her brow. 'Tm really not
very smart." A moment later, her face
relaxed into a satisfied smile. "But I have
a great feeling," she said. •
Julie York lives in Cincinnati. She wrote
about theatrical audio description for the
blind in the March 1998 issue ofOSAM.

Dr Jack D Blis
215 Knapp Ave
Morehead, KY 40351
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OLDER CITIZENS will remember Dr. J. B.' Messer, seated at center, and his family. Dr. Messer, who lived at Bluestone, figured prominently in just about everything that went on in the
county bac;k 50 and 60 years ago. From left: Josie Messer, Mrs. J. B. (Elizabeth) Messer, Marg.
aret Messer, Dr. Messer, Oscar Messer, Roscoe Messer now an M. D., Cora Messer. Back row:
Flora Messer, Arthur Messer and Zora Messer.

CHILDitEN OF DR. and Mrs. Jermiah Wilson who survived
their mother who passed away in 1900, a.re, frolll\ left. front
row: Dr. B. Clefford Wilson, Folora Wilson (Mrs. J. B. Peers)
and Glenmore Wilson. Second row: Stella Wilson (Mrs. E. B.
McGlone) and Mrs. Cora Wilson Stewart. Back row: Dr. ,

Jlomer Lee. Wilson and Attorney B, S! WiLso:g.

·
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Courier-Journal drawing by Orville Carroll
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Common itense was_}ndispenBable to early docton, .for training and medicines were crude.

'Dr. MeDo"7ell!J Saver of Lives
.,

EDWARD PODOLSKY, M.D.
DECEMBER, 13, 1809, Dr.
Ephraim McDowell received a
call to see at once a Mrs. Crawford, living in Green County, Kentucky, some sixty miles distant from
Danville. After
hard journey on
horseback, Dr. McDowell reached the
Crawford household.
Mrs. Crawford was thought to have
gone long beyond her time in childbirth. But a rapid and thorough examination convinced Dr. McDowell
that the womb was empty. Mrs. Crawford was not with child. She was suf' 'lg from an enormous growth aris·from one of her ovaries.
varian tumors in those days were
•;ling; very little was known about
1. Doctors were not very expert 1n
osing them. This lack of knowlwas often productive of tragic
N

0

a

1.

ie thoughts ran through the
">f Dr. McDowell. At length he
ter that she was not pregnant,
tStead there was a tumor grow..,m her left ovary. "The only reef you can hope for is from an opration to remove the tumor," he said.
Ephraim McDowell was lost in deep
ought for a few moments. Then he
ontinueu. "But it is only right for
e to tell you that I have never beore removed such a tumor. Nor do·
know of any doctor who has." Mrs.
rawford was made of the stuff of
ioneers. Her eyes had seen much
lood; her body had known much
ain. There was not even a tremor on
er lips when she replied: "Doctor, I
n ready for the operation." .
So to Danville traveled Jane. Todd
rawford, on horseback. A speciat
1ddle was constructed for her. The
ey was one to try the hardiest
dies.
Mrs. Crawford was placed on a
of half logs. There was no don_o
rhite ermo
0

sterilization of rubber gloves and
gleaming steel instruments. McDowell
was ready for the gre~test bit of pioneering that the ; pioneerJng McDowells had ever·undertaken. He was
to take the first :11~p •in laying open
the mysteries of the human ~bdomen,
of exposing the insides of the -body to
the healing steel of the surgeon's
knife.
·~·,,::. . ,: :.. .
Ephraim McDowell fe1t; :that this
was the most solemn . moment in
his life; he knelt down and prayed:
"Almighty God, be with me I humbly beseech Thee, grant me Thy direction and aid. Direct me, 0, God, in
performing this operation for I am but
an instrument in Thy hands, and am
but Thy servant, and if is Thy will,
Oh! spare this poor afflicted woman.
Amen!"
Dr. McDowell removed his coat
and signalled for the strong men who
had come to assist him in holding the
arms and legs of Mrs. Crawford. The
knife bit into the abdomen and swept
straight and sure for a distance of
nine inches. The intestines rushed
through the open wound. The surgeon
made an attempt to replace them, but
without success. The news of this
fearsome accident drifkd outside the
cabin where a large crowd of rough,
bearded Kentucky men had gathered.
There was a buzz of angry excitement.
' "Get a rope ready. His neck will
find a noose as soon as Jane djes."
McDowell worked deftly amid gushing blood vessels in a gory and unfamiliar field. The tumor was removed, fifteen pounds of it. The intestines were readily replaced. The
wound was sewed together. Then clean
. dressings were applied and Mrs.
Crawford was lifted from the rough
table and put to bed. The operation
had consumed twenty-five minutes.
Mrs. Crawford lived through that
awful bout of qerve-tearing pain. The
rope was never used. Dr. McDowell
!1:A.111
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Crawford survive it for any length of
time?
Five days later he visited her again,
and much to his astonishment and
gratification he found her engaged in
making her bed. Mrs. Crawford,
though pale and weary, was free from
pain and able to perform her household duties.
Jane Crawford recovered completely within a month and lived to the
age ol 80, which would have been
impossible had the tumor been allowed to grow within her.
The fame of Dr. McDowell as a
surgeon spread through the countryside. He was regarded with supersti- ·
tious fear by most of the Negroes, yet
a slave woman submitted to him for
his second operation. It was more difficult than the first and for weeks he
attended her anxiously. In a few
months she was hard at work in the
fields again.
For his third operation, the doctor
traveled far into Tennessee, where a ·
neighbor of Gen. Andrew ,Jackson was
the subject. "Old Hickory" himself
was one of the men who held the patient. The operation was so successful.
that at General Jackson's request, Dr.
McDowell removed a tumor from the
neck of a man of the neighborhood.
Only a few deft strokes of the scalpel
were necessary, for the surgeon had'
learned to work rapidly and spare as
much pain as possible.
The · McDowell operation began
to attract attention far beyond Kentucky. In Engl!lnd, France, Italy and
other countries the ovarian operation
was attempted with success, and surgeons made further progress in their
explorations · of th,e mysteries of the
abdomen.
In spite of world-wide acclaim,
Ephraim McDowell remained a simple
backwoods surgeon all his life. He
continued to perform operations not
in hospitals, with white-gowned assistants, but in the log cabins of the

erous ante-oeuum
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ame following her
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Sallie Ward Dowm' beauty le recorded by thle
portrait at the J. B. Speed Memorial Mueeum.
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Sallie was born in the old Warj homestead that used
to stand at the corner of Second and Walnut Streets.
Her father was exceptionally handsome and her mother
was a member of the Flourney family of Georgetown,
descendants of an old Huguenot family of France. Sallie
was the first of eight children.
The belle's first marriage at the age of 17 to Bigelow
Lawrence of Boston, '°n of the minister to England, was
unfortunate. The New England family did not understand nor approve of her high spirits, nor of her
open-hearted manners and her low-necked gowns. Within
a year she divorced Lawrence and returned to the bosom
of her family.
After her return from Boston, .she lived a comparatively quiet life until 1852 when the first fancy-dress
ball on a large scale given in the West was arranged by
Sallie's father.
Sallie wore two costumes; one before supper and one
after. She was undisputed queen of the ball and resum£-d
her place as a leader of society thereafter.
From among her great number of suitors she next
chose Dr. Robert P. Hunt, Lexington, and went to New
Orleans to live. Upon the death of Dr. Hunt after the
War Between the States, Sallie returned to Louisville
and took up her residence in the Galt House. After a
widowhood of several years she married Vene P. Armstrong, a wealthy Louisville merchant. He died withln
a few years, however, and Sallie made her fourth marriai e
to George F. Downs, who survived her.
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Ev.ans' To Observe 50th A nniversary
Open House Is
Planned At Their
Farmers Home
Dr. and Mrs. T. ,••. E . Evans are
making plans to welc.o me their
many neighbors and friends next
Sunday afternoon, September 13,
in celebration of their golden
wedding anniversary. Dr. and
Mrs. Evans were married in 1903,
on September 6, but owing to the·
fact that several relatives w ere
unable to be present on the sixth,
the time was set for next Sunday .
Open house will be held at the
Evans home in Farmers and everybody is invited to attend. On
Saturday evening preceding the
open house, relatives of the family will be guests at the home at
a buffet supper. Out-of-fawn
guests will be Mr. and Mr s.
Howard Evans, Bradenton, Fla.;
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Evan~,
Manhattan, Ill.; Gus Evans, Momence, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. John
Evans, LaPorte, Ind.; Mr. and
Mrs. Zane Young and daughter,
Vicki, Madisonville, Ky.; Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Evans. Salt Lick. Another brother of Mrs. Evans'. and
wife, Mr.. ana Mrs. Claud Evans
will also be guests.
Invitations to the open house
have been mailed to many out'of-town friends.

SUNDAY · IS THEIR DAY-This picture taken l ast week shows Dr . and Mr s. T. A. E. Evans at
their- home in Farmers. They'll celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary Sunda y and you're
invited to visit them at their home. Dr. Evans r etired this spring as Director of Rowan County's.
H ealth Department .

A. HALF CENTURY AGO- This p icture was snapped of Dr. and
Mrs. T. A . E. Evans' wedding da y September 6, 1903. The Evans'
have lived almost their entire life at Far mers.

IDESERVING

ff'RIBUTE TO HONEST BILL PROM OLfVE HILL

Former Governor Fields Will Be Honor
Saturday With Ceremonies j4.t Grayso'fi
Over 3,000 persons are expected in Grayson Saturday to honor
the only Kentucky governor to
come from Carter County.
William Jason Fields, now 78,
will Teceive the highest tribute
Carter County ever accorded one
of its citizens, when dignitaries
from all parts of .Kentucky and
surrounding areas will gather
and speak of his long and honorable record of public service.
"Honest Bill From Olive Hill"
was the name Fields acquired
during his successful campaign
for Kentucky__'.§ chief executive in
1923. This name has been fondly attached to him since.
Teachers In Charge
The day-long event will be
sponsored by the Carter County
Teache\s Association. They have
erected a seven-foot stone in the
south-west section of the courthouse yard with an attached
bronze plaque containing a likeness of Fields and information
about him. Unveiling of this
plaque will climax the ciay.
.
Last week Governor Lawrence
W. Wetherby issued a proclama·. tion declaring September 5, 1953
"Governor William J. Fields'
1 Day In Kentucky". The procla\ mation pointed out Fie1ds' service to the people during his years
' in office, and in private life. It
commended his record of 13 years
in Congress,- and told of his work
for betterment of education and
public roads. The proclamation
emphasized the work of Fields
during his term as governor as
important to us today, and urged
"all our people to join in honoring this outstanding citizen." '
Fields made his initial step in
Kentucky politics by serving as

.
I

ed for the nomination. In 1935,
he was appointed to the State
Workmen's Compensation Board
by Governor A. B . "Happy"
Chandler. In 1927, he was admitted to the bar, and served as
Commonwealth's Attorney; Fieids'
defeat for the nomination . for
Congress at the end of hi~ governor's term was the only time

he had lost a race in nine
as a candidate.
Willard A. Roseberry,
man of the "Bill Fields'
committee has announced t
expects wide coverage o
event from the press: ,He Wi
tended an invitation to s
newspapers in this area
(Continued On Page 8

Your Congressmai,. Wants T
Meet y OU Friday Afternoon
At The Morehead Courthou
Gov. William J. Fields
. . feted by Carter County
a constable. He was elected to
the United States Congress from
the old Kentucky ninth district
in 1910, at the age of 35. ·
Fields gained victory at the
polls five other successive times,
and served in Congress until
1923. At this time he was named
the Democratic candidate for
Governor of Kentucky to take
the place of J. Campbell Cantrill,
who had been nominated but
died before election day. His
slogan "Honest Bill From Olive
Hill" was carried state-wide, and
he won by a majority of 50,000.
Appointed By Chandler
Following his term as governor, Fields tried to regain his
seat in Congress but was defeat-

Congressman John C.
Nicholasville, wants to
greet and know more ab
Rowan County constituent
The Congressman is con
Morehead Friday and is
i anypne who has a proble
· cerning the federal gove
or· desires · his assistance,
hjm at the· courthouse fro
til 4 o'clock. "But, if theq
assistance I can lend at thil
.I want to meet you arn
Watts said.
1
In the 1952 redistricting
! picked up six counties fro
old eighth-Montgomery,
Powell, Menifee, Carte
Rowan.
Following his all day vis
day, Congressman Watts p
stay in Morehead Friday
meeting political leaders · a
C_o ngressman John C. Watts
to Grayson Saturday for t
Harn J. Fields Day celebra
• . . Rowan in his districi
.

.

Candidates Start Organizing
For N oveniber General. Election
Dem.ocrat and republican can-1
didates for county offices at the ,
November general election were
getting prepared this week, as
the G O P
nominees selected
their campaign manager, while
the democrats are also agreed
who will head their drive.
Republicans, meeting at the
courthouse named Herb Bradley,
Circuit Court Clerk as campaign
manager Wallace Fannin, assistant chai;m~n and Lottie Powers,
secretary.
The democrats were scheduled
to meet last night (Wednesday)
and the candidates said they had
agreed on Elijah Hogge as campaign chairman. Hogge, the present County Attorney, did not
seek
lection.
·
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Morehead Memorie:s (People and Places)
Early Medical Practitioners
Part I
By Jack D. Ellis
(Editor's Note: This is one in
a series of articles about local
history entitled Morehead Mem ories: People and Places. The
articles deal with those business
and professional people that
helped Morehead grow and prosper.)
"I will follow the method of
treatment, which according to
my ability and judgment, I consider for the behalf of my
patients." (Part of the Hippocratic Oa·th taken by doctors
since 400 B.C.)
If medicine is considered to
be the art and science of the prevention and treatment of disease, then medical practitioners
are those individuals that are
concerned with the treatment
and prevention of disease. Every
culture throughout history has
had their medical practitioners.
From the earliest archaeological
discoveries, throughout written
history people have "practiced"
medicine. Wherever there were
people who became sick, there
was usually someone there to
treat that patient.
Dr. Walker one of the first
Kentucky explorers
When America was settled
and the early pioneers pushed
westward, there were medical
,. men who led the way west.
Some were both doctors and
explorers, and one such pioneer
physician-explorer, was Dr.
Thomas Walker. Dr. Walker was
born on Jan. 15, 1725 in King
and Queen County, Va. He studied medicine at William and
Mary College in Virginia, and
practiced medicine in Freder-

icksburg, Va. It was there he
also became involved in business, and helped organize a_land
speculation company called the
"Loyal Land Company." Dr.
Walker then organized the first
English expedition through
what he named "Cumberland
Gap." That first expedition into
what is now Kentucky, started
from Albermarle County, Va. in
· 1750, with a charter to explore
800,000 acres. The group consisted of Ambrose Powell,
William Tomlinson, Colby
Chew, Henry Loveless, John
Hughes, and Dr. Thomas Walker.
Dr. Walker kept very detailed
records, and the group was
known to explore the headwa- ,
ters of the Licking River, and
moving down the Licking, they
explored some of its tributaries.
Although it definitely cannot be
proven true, there was a good
chance that the group may have
come down the Licking and
explored Triplett Valley. Therefore, in 1750, there was a very
good chance that the first Englishman to arrive in what is now
Rowan County, was a doctor.
But it would be over 100 years
before a record of another doctor
arriving in Rowan County. But
they have been arriving ever
since.
1881 last bear killed in
Rowan County and
railroad arrives
1881 was a banner year in
the history of Morehead and
Rowan County. It was the year
that the last wild bear was
killed in Rowan County. It was
killed by W.T. McKenzie on the

head of Ramey's Creek, near.
"Pretty Ridge " in Southern
Rowan County. Mr. McKe zie
tracked the bear after it ad
killed one of his calves, an his
dogs treed the bear up in big
persimmon tree.
1881 was also the year hat
the (E.L. and E.K.), Elizab thtown, Lexington, and Eastern
Kentucky Railroad was extended from Mt. Sterling to Grayson,
where it connected with the Big
Sandy Railroad. (B.S.R.) The
isolated small town of Morehead
had become a railroad town,
connected to the outside world.
Rowan, a violent count
On Nov. 17, 1881, The ~hland Independent, se nt Ian
adventurous reporter to Morehead to report on four murder
trials being tried in Rowan
County at the fall meeting ofthe
Circuit Court. At that session
the court tried Matt Light:foot
for the murder of Joseph Mcflermont in Crossroads (Farm;ters).
Also, on the court docket as
James Rayburn for wayla ng
and killing Josiah Hyatt ~_ar
Morehead; Thomas Hargis.Jor
killing Elijah Fraley; John ahd
Hiram Cornette', and Ga'l'(i13ld
Williams, jointly for kilting
Hezekiah Jones. The last 'two
killings grew out of an old feud.
(Also, keep in mind this war was
six years before the Row.an
County Feud began.)
Rowan, a scenic county
On Nov. 17, 1881, that roving
rail riding reporter from 'nhe
Ashland Independent arrived: in
Morehead after a train ridel of
36 hours. He changed tra·
twice between Morehead a
Ashland; once at So
Portsmouth, and again
Grayson, (There he remaintd
overnight). The reporter said e
learned on that trip that "m n

proposes, and God disposes of
unavailable train delays." The
train headed west on the newly
laid track into Rowan County's
primeval forests. It appeared
that a tree had never been cut
except for an occasional clearing
that contained a small log cabin,
and a hillside patch of corn. It
appeared as if Rowan County
had only recently been settled.
First Morehead physicians
among early residents ·
When the unknown reporter
reached Morehead at 4 p.m. he
found a busy, bustling village of
800 citizens, with hotels. They
were owned by H. Clay Powers,
H.T. Hamilton, G. Gorman, and
Judge Carey. There were also
two general stores, one owned
by H.M. Logan, and the other
owned by Warren Anderson. He
listed the Resident Physicians of
Morehead as Ors. C.M. Martin,
H.S. Logan, and T.W. Banfield.
(However there was a Dr.
Carter located in Farmers at
that time.)
That unknown reporter
stayed at the Carey Hotel on
Railroad Street (First Street). It
was owned by Judge Carey and
operated by his daughter who
was married to Morehead's
Mayor Brains. Even in those
days traveling reporters were
interested in the food, and he
reported that Mrs. Brains
served the best coffee and corn
muffins he had ever eaten.
In 1881 Morehead with a
reported population of 800, was
a wild west frontier town. With
the new railroad came new
saloons, moonshine whiskey,
knife fights, drunken brawls
and murders. There was very
little law, and the fact that
there were four murder trials at
one session of the Circuit court
was evidence of the violent community of Morehead.
Before Morehead residents
could get through those violent
times, they had to live through
those times. So wherever there
was pain, injury, sickness and
suffering there were doctors to
help those in need. Morehead
has had a long history of good
medical care beginning around
the Civil War years, and continuing down to this very day.
Dr. H.S. Logan considered
earliest physician
1864 was the earliest record
of a physician to practice medicine in Morehead, and he was
still here in 1881. His name was
Dr. H.S. Logan. Dr. Logan was
born March 2, 1818 in Nicholas
County and died March 13, 1888
in R~wan_ Co ~n ty .• H_~ was

ticed medicine in this region for
many.years. He went into partners with Dr. Evans and later
retired there. Many of Rowan's
early physicians first settled in
Farmers and later moved their
practice to Morehead. That was
because the economy of Farmers
was strong and more diversified
than Morehead. They later
moved their medical practice to
Morehead as the town grew.
That was the case with Ors.
Jeremiah Wilson, T.A.E. Evans,
and Allen W. McCleese. Dr.
McCleese began his medical
practice in Farmers in 1897, and
kept meticulous records. From
the appearance of his ledger
books from 1897-1922, he had a
difficult time in his first year of
practice. He reported in his 1897
ledger book, $1,030.25 total on
the books for that year. Only
$114.50 was collected by cash,
$110.75 was collected by merchandise (including one straw
hat at $1.25), $59.40 was collected in work (including .25 in
credit to a colored patient for
replacing one shoe on his horse),
$21.07 was paid in produce that
year. Total value collected in
1897 was $305.72, with $729,53
outstanding on the books that
year. But he later became successful and treated many of
Rowan County's leading citizens. Numbered among his
patients were Mr. Hartley Battson ($2 for two office visits),
Judge Arthur Hogge (office visits), and Alf Caskey (three office
visits - treated burns on his face
$10, $5, and $2.50), and James
Clay ($1.50 office visit). Other
patients treated included Ed
Maggard, Lottie Stewart,
George McDaniel, Clint Tolliver,
Harvey Alfrey, and Johnny
Jones. Mr. A.E. Martin was listed as having an operation on his
back. (Charge $1.)
Dr. McCleese moved
to Morehead
Dr. McCleese moved to Morehe ad in 1922. Dr. McCleese
became the Rowan County
Heath Officer in 1922. (That
was the office that preceded the
office of Rowan County Health
Director established in 1931):
When Dr. McCleese began his
medical practice in Farmers in
1897. At that time his account
books showed a charge of .75 for
an office visit, and $1.50 for a
housecall.
By 1915, Dr. McCleese
charged $1 for an office visit,
and $2.50 for a house call. The
ledger book showed that year a
Mr. Moore's family in Farmers
seemed to have thr~e_months of.

than it has today. It was usuaUYj
a place where patients come to,
die or have a baby. There was ot1
course, no ambulance service,
and transportation was by wagon, buggy, or train. During that
era there was a Presbyterian
Hospital in Frenchburg, and Dr.
Claypool's hospital in Salt Lick.
Dr. Claypools' hospital was a
large two-story red brick house
adjacent to the railroad tracks
and across the street from the
main business district. (This
writer's great great grandfather,
and early Morehead resident,
Warren Anderson, died in Dr.
Claypool's hospital in 1903.)
However by being located next
to the depot, sick patients cou14
be transferred more easily on a
train to Lexington. The hospital
closed around 1912, and became
a private residence. Over the
years it has served as a private
resident for the Byrd Perry Sr.,
Lee Casper, and Bill Davis families. (The building was recently
torn down.)
There was another hospital
located in this region in the early 1900s. It was in a large white
two-story wooden building on
the main street in West Liberty.
(Dr. Pat Serey has a painting of
that hospital in his office at the
Cave Run Clinic.) Grayson also
had the Stoball Hospital during
that era. But Morehead was a
little slow establishing their
"first hospital."
First Morehead "Hospital"
opened 1915
Morehead's first "hospital"
was opened in 1915 by Ors.
Laban Rollins (or Robbins),
Allen M. McCleese, and I.H.
Rollins or (Robbins). It was
located in a large white wooden
two-story house with a screenedin porch on two sides. The house
sat on the corner of Hargis
Avenue and Main Street. (Pre:
sent site of the First Federal
Savings & Loan). That hospital
closed about 1920 and was
bought by John Cecil. Mr. Cecil
started a hotel in the white
building and it was used as a
hotel until he built a new brick
Midland Trail Hotel next door.
After- the new hotel was built,
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil used the
building as a private residence
until they built another residence, and then it was used as a
rooming house upstairs. Downstairs consisted of various businesses over the years including
Frosty's Barber Shop and
Elwood Allen's book and magazine shop.
Second "Hospital" opened in
'1t>- ---·-
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, medi~al school at Transylvania,
and ·he moved to Morehead during the Civil War in 1864. Dr.
Logan also operated a log cabin
This was the little hospital in Haldeman~ It opened in the late 1920s and is fondly rememgeneral store with a thatched
bered by older Haldeman residents as the "little" hospital. ("Little" is used as an adjective
roof, across from the Courthouse
not a noun). Sitting in the right foreground of photo, it appears dwarfed and lonely by the I in Morehead. Pioneer physicians
giant smokestacks pf Haldeman Brick Factory No. 2. Supported by L.P. Haldeman, and · had to have some other skill or
staffed by company nurse Lacy Kegley the little hospital provided free medical care to
trade (farming, shopkeeper,
factory workers and their families (including delivering babies). The free medical care
etc.);· to further provide for their
extended to residents not even employed at the factory.
families.

MOREHEAD MEMORIES
EARLY MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS (1864-1950)
BY
JACK D. ELLIS
MEDICINE
Date Registered
1.
1864
2.
1875
3.
1881
4.
1881
5.
1888
6.
1894
7.
1894
8.
1894
9.
1896
10.
1897
11.
1898
12.
1898
13.
1900
14.
1900
15.
1901
16.
1901
17.
1901
18.
1904
19. · 1905
20.
1906
21.
1906
22.
1907
23.
1908
24.
1908
25.
1910
26.
1916
27.
1917
28.
1918
29.
1921
30.
1923
31.
1924
32.
1928
33.
1933
34.
1935
35. . 1935
36. . 1946
37.
1948
38.
1948

'J UUf'..J-'~S

H.S. Logan
T. W. Banfield
C.M. Marlin
F.M. Carter
Jeremiah Wilson
B.J. Cox
M.C. Cash
Patrick Rogers
L.P.V. Williams
AW. McCleese
Charles Saulsbury
T.A.E. Evans
S.J. Porter
L. W. Banfield
I.H. Robbins
Laban F. Robbins
B.F. Fulks
AL. Blair
A.J. Davis
Grover C. Nickell
Alexander Skaggs
E.D. Frank
Farris L. Allen
John M. Logan
Jeff D. Kiser
James B. Messer
John W. Moss
Homer Nickell
John H. Cavins
G.S. McDonald
Asa W. Adkins
Elijah H. Maggard
Isadore M. Garred
John L. Clay
Everette D. Blair
Samuel E. Reynolds
Claire Louise Caudill
Joseph E. McKinney

DENTISTS
Date Registered
1.
1895
2.
1898
3.
1900
4.
1906
5.
1907
6.
1908
7.
1914
8.
1914
9.
1916
10.
1917
11.
1925
12,
1926
13.
1927
14.
1941
15.
1941
16.
1942
17.
1945
18.
1947
19.
1947

G.F. Gray
James Woodward
Edward Bertram
James Malone
Homer Wilson
E. McKay Miller
William Mann
F.G. Davis
John Lester
Ollie M. Lyons
John A. Dorton
Delbert L. Sparks
Garman P. Salyers
Audrey Ellington
Harold L. Blair
· Maurice, F. Herbst
Charles M. Caudill
Harold E. Holbrook
R.A. Weir

1

CHIROPRACTORS
1.

2.
3.

1924
1931
1947

Charles McGuire
N.C. Marih
0. Boone Morgan

Dentists arrive in Morehead
In the early days of medicine,
doctors also pulled teeth. However, in the later 1800s, dentistry began as a recognized speciality. The record shows that
before 1900 there were 13 doctors and two dentists that had
hung up their shingles and
announced their intention to ,
practice their profession in
Rowan County (some for just a
short time, others were here· a
lifetime). But they were not all
here at the same time. T.W.
Banfield was the next physician
to locate in Rowan County. He
moved to Morehead in 1875
from Virginia and seemed to
have a profitable medical practice, and did not find it necessary to engage in another vocation. His son, L.W. Banfield,
joined his father in his practice
in 1900. The name of Banfield
was well recognized, remembered, and revered by several
generations of Rowan County
patients.
In 1891 Dr. Jeremiah Wilson
(Dr. Don Blair, and Paul Blair's
great-grandfather) moved to
Morehead after practicing his'
profession in Farmers and
Elliottville. Dr. Wilson also ran
a general store in Elliottville,
but when he moved to Morehead
he seemed . to have a successful
medic~l practice and did not
have to engage in another vocation.
Dr. McCleese begins in
Farmers
Dr. F.M. Carter, was an early
resident of Farmers who prac-

September showed Mrs. Moore
growing progressively worse.
Dr. McCleese performed
"electrical treatment"
Sept. 1, visit-wife, $2.50;
Sept. 2, visit-wife, $2.50; Sept.
3, visit-wife, $1; Sept. 6, visitwife, $1; Sept. 9, visit-wife,
$2.50; Sept. 10, wife-electrical
treatment, $1.50; Sept. 11, visitwife, $1' Sept. 13, visit-wife,
$2.50; Sept. 15, wife-electrical ··
treatment, $1.50; Sept. 16, wifeelectrical treatment, $1.50.
Those records showed that
Mrs. Moore was very sick. Evidently she was not responding
to "conventional" treatment, and
was coming into Dr. McCleese's
office for "Ele,ctrical treatment."
That treatment must have consisted of some type of electrical
shock that Dr. McCleese
believed would help . It is not
known whether Mrs. Moore survived or not, after having two
consecutive days of "Electrical
treatment." However, because of
the abrupt ending of all treatment, perhaps she did not survive.
Patient refused surgery
In one ledger ·account, Dr.
McCleese showed that one
woman patient came to his office
and was diagnosed with appendicitis. His notes said "She
refused an operation, and in the
fullness of time, she died." Dr.
McCleese dispensed his own
prescriptions, suppositories,
massages, and electrical treatments. He was involved with
Morehead's first "Hospital" in
1917, and later retired and
moved to Florida.
"Hospitals" appeared
throughout Eastern
Kentucky
Around the end of the 19th
century and the beginning of the
20th century "hospitals" began
to appear in many of the small
towns in Eastern Kentucky. Of
course the term hospital had an
enti\-ely different connotation

The next hospital to appear~
in Rowan County was started in
1927. It was a small white wooden one-story building that
looked lonely, where it was
located in Haldeman, beneath
the shadow of the giant smokestacks of Brick Factory Number
2. (It is fondly remembered by
old time Haldeman residents as
the "Little Hospital." It was
staffed by Nurse Lacy Kegley.)
Nurse Kegley was employed as
the company nurse by L.P.
Haldeman who believed in provided medical care for his 300
employees and their families.
The medical care-provided by
Nurse Kegley was free, not only
to the Haldeman workers and
their families, but also to the
total community. (Shades of
socialized medicine.") Mr.
Haldeman was described as a
great humanitarian who was
conc!:'rned about the welfare of
his employees as well as the
community.
Chris · Barker recounted that
when her grandfather died in
Haldeman, her dad was the oldest boy in a large family. Of
course there was no welfare
then, and Mr. Haldeman, knowing the situation, gave her dad a
job when he was about 13 years
old. He had a stool made for him
to stand on to do his work, and
then the money that 13 year old
boy earned was all the family
had. He was loyal to the company and was one of the last
employees to leave after the factory closed. He worked his
entire working life at the Haldeman Plant, as did many other
loyal employees.
Nurse Lacy Kegley delivered
babies, set broken bones, gave
shots, bandaged wounds, made
house calls, and dispensed medicine to the citizens of Haldeman.
The "Little Hospital" served that
community well, and after it
closed, Nurse Kegley was
employed for many years by Dr.
E.D. Blair of Morehead.
·
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OPTOMETRISTS
1.

2.
3.

1927
1935
1935

~~!,~,
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Frank Pearlman
George S. Burkett
L.A. Wise

1
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VETERINARIANS
1.
2.

1907
1913

.

William Levi Hughes!
Joseph Jamison

'
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Morehead's first "Hospital" opened in 1915, and was staffed by doctors, I.H. Robbins,
Laban F. Robbins, and A.W. McCleese. It was located in the tall white two story building
in the center of photo at the corner of Hargis Avenue and Main Street. The hospital
closed in the early 1930s.
uuu a. J.a. .!1.N..l u.- VNlN.HOW AVOIRa I
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f/lorehead Memories
Rowan Citizens

of the Century

Part II
By Jack D. Ellis
plisnments while at Morehead.
Their wisdom and prosperity
President Doran is an active
exceedeth the fame which I have minister in the Church of
heard. I Kings 10:7
Christ, and during his time in
As this millennium draws to Morehead was instrumental in
a close, everyone seems to be establishing the Morehead
selecting their own list of out- Church of Christ. He has constanding people in almost every tinued to preach during his
field of endeavor.
retirement years, and until a
Therefore this writer, after a few days before his 90th birthcareful study of local history and day, was very active.
having lived almost 75 percent
The Doran shadow looms
of this century in this county, large over MSU, and therefore
has selected a list of Rowan Citi- looms large over the city of
zens of the Century. These are Morehead, Rowan County and
the people who have made an the state of Kentucky. Thereoutstanding contribution to
fore, since the college and comRowan County.
are
inextricably
Dr. Adron Doran (1909 - munity
entwined,
Dr.
Adron
Doran's
Present) Educator, legislator,
contributions
to
this
community
minister.
In 1954, Dr. Adron Doran will continue for centuries.
Elisha Edward Maggard
was appointed the seventh president of Morehead State College. (1879 - 1948) Entrepreneur,
Prior to that time, he had served manufacturer, businessman.
Mr. Maggard moved from
four terms in the Kentucky Legislature including Speaker of Sandy Hook to Morehead in
1903. At that time, Morehead
the House in 1950.
had
a population of 450 and had
He also had 22 years experience as a teacher, principal, . no paved streets or utilities.
coach and member of the Ken- The street lights burned
tucky Department of Education kerosene and Noah Kennard
was the last Morehead lamp
before coming to Morehead.
lighter.
From small college to
Mr. Maggard soon founded.
university status
the
Morehead Power Company.
The Doran era at Morehead
State saw the school experience He then entered into a contract
unprecedented growth of physi- with the city to provide electricical facilities, faculty and stu- ty to the residents. He built a
dam across Triplett near the site
dents.
Dr. Doran's dynamic leader- · of the present_dam and began to
ship and political acumen
brought the resources needed to
move Morehead State from a
small college to a medium-sized
university. He can truly be recognized as Morehead State University's greatest president of
the Twentieth Century.
Former President Doran
recognized on 90th birthday ·
During his .23 years at Morehead, Dr. Doran received many
major awards and recognition.
In 1959, he was named Kentuckian of the Year, and in 1966
was recognized as the Distinguished Kentuckian of the Year.
Dr. Doran's birthday, Sept. 1,
was declared by the governor in
1970 to be Adron Doran Day in
Kentucky. He was also the
recipient of the National Horatio
Alger Award in 1970.
' Dr. Jack D. Ellis is a retired
Dr. Doran's 90th birthday, Morehead State University
Sept. 1, 1999, was cause for hon- Library Director and a
oring him for his many accom- retired minister.

About the
author
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string power lines to the town . .
Soon Morehead became a city of
lights (albeit very dim ones).
Maggard opened movie
theater, founded factory
Mr. Maggard opened a silent
movie theater on Bishop
Avenue. The movie projector
was unsatisfactory to him
because of the constant flickering. He perfected and patented
a movie shutter that did not
flicker.
He then opened a motion picture projector factory on Trumbo
Avenue (Morehead's first factory). The projector he manufactured was called the Cosmograph and was a success for
many years before sound projectors. Mr. Maggard also made a
home movie that helped convince the Kentucky Legislature
to locate a college in Morehead.
Mr. Maggard-Morehead
utility man
In 1919, Mr. Maggard established the Morehead Telephone
Company. Once again, he began
stringing wires to the homes of
Morehead residents, and they
became connected by phone.
In 1922, Maggard the utility
man began water and gas service in Morehead. He also
founded the first ice plant in the
county. In addition to all of
those accomplishments, Mr.
Maggard was a general contraca
tor and built many homes and
businesses in Morehead, and
was one of the founders of the
Citizens Bank.
Local genius, lived and
died in Morehead
Maggard was called a genius
by many of his contemporaries.
He loved Morehead and refused
to follow the doctor's orders and
move to Arizona for his health.
He said, "I'd rather die in Morehead than live in Arizona." He
died in 1948 after 45 years in
Morehead.
Maggard helped move Morehead from a small village to a
regional commercial center. He
was known as Morehead's "Utility Man" because it was his
leadership that brought Morehead those basic services needed
to grow. His contributions_ continue to serve this commumty to
this day.

People a·nd Places
Warren H. Proudfoot, M.D.
(1!}21 - 1991) ·Physician, surgeon, teacher, school board
member.
·
native of West Virginia, Dr.
W rren Proudfoot moved his
fa ily to Morehead in 1.963
wli en he became Chief of
Sdrgery at St. Claire Medical
Center.
uring the early years of the
hospital, Dr. Proudfoot worked
nitht and day to provide surgica care for his patients. He
se med to take a personal interes in each of his patients and
al y.ays inspired hope to his
patients, no matter how hopeless the cause.
l(arvard graduate, active in
,tnedical and educational
community
graduate of the prestigious
Harvard Medical School, Dr.
Prpudfoot's skill as a surgeon
was greatly admired by his colleagues and deeply respected by
hi! patients. He enjoyed teachand working with young docand served as Clinical Proor of Surgery at the Univerof Kentucky Medical School.
is interest in young people
was much broader than just in
the field of medicine. Dr. Proudfo~was a member of the Rowan
C nty Board of Education for
2 years and served as chairm n for_ 18 years. In_ that role,
h proVIded leadership needed
to get the Rowan County
Schools accredited by the SouthAssociation of Schools.
r. Proudfoot recognized that
od school system was necessaty in order to attract doctors
asfwell as industry to this area.
Vi' lly interested in public educa ·on, he served as a member of
th Kentucky School Building
A thority .and was chairman of
t
Kentucky School Board
A. ciation. He also served as a
m mber of the Nominating
Cim mittee and the Leadership
C mm it tee of the National
S . ool Board Association.

~

I

;Life-saving skills used at .
educational meeting
uring this writer's "library
before retirement, I was at
American Library Associameeting in Dallas, Texas.
·ng a dinner meeting, I sat

across the table from the
Library Director from Louisiana
Tech. When he discovered I was
from Morehead, he became very
excited and said, "Do you know
Dr. Proudfoot?"
After I assured him I knew
Dr. Proudfoot through my role
as a volunteer chaplain at the
hospital where he was Chief of
Surgery, he told me this story.
He said, "I am a school board
member in my local school district and two years . ago, I
attended the National School
Board meeting in New Orleans.
During one of the general sessions, I suffered a heart attack.
They called for a doctor and Dr.
Proudfoot was the first to
respond. Although I was unconscious, he gave me CPR and got
my heart started. He rode with
me to the hospital, assuring me
I would be all right. I owe my
life to him. Tell him that, and
tell him I asked about him."
I did tell Dr. Proudfoot about
meeting a man whose life he
had saved, and he seemed
pleased to hear from him. Many
Moreheadians today can say the
same thing about Dr. Proudfoot,
they are alive because of his
skill.
A compassionate physician
and educator
Dr. Proudfoot was a compassionate healer and community
leader. He received many medical and community ho,iors. He
was active in his church and
community . He served as
Chairman of the Board of the
Markey Cancer Center in Lexington, Medical Director of the
Kentucky State Health Education Council, member of the
American Medical Association
and the American College of
Surgeons and the Rowan County Medical Associ ation. Dr.
P,roudfoot was also awarded
honorary doctor degrees from
Morehead State University and
the University of Kentucky.
In almost 30 years of outstanding service to the medical
and educational community of
Rowan County; Dr. Proudfoot
was a healer and leader. This
community has a higher level of
medical care and education
effort because of his dedicated
leadership. His unselfish service to this community will continue through the St. Claire
Medical Center and the Rowan
County Schools.
Cora Wilson Stewart
(1875-1918) Pioneer educator.

Cora Wilson Stewart served
as Rowan Superintendent of
Schools 1902-1906 and 19101914. Born in Rowan County,
she attended local public
schools. Early in her life, Cora
seemed to have a burning desire
to become a teacher and to help
the children in Ro.Y1an County
learn to read and write.
Rowan superintendent
founded "Moonlight Schools"
for adults
During her second term as
superintendent and with the
support of volunteer teachers,
she founded the Moonlight
School program to help reduce
illiteracy among adults. The
schools were opened on moonlit
nights so that those wanting to
learn to read and write could see
how to get over the hills and hollows.
The program was extremely
successful, with 10 times the
number of adults enrolled than
had been expected. Mrs. Stewart also wrote many books
designed to teach adult subject
matter as well as reading methods.
Cora Stewart recognized for
fight against illiteracy
Soon that concept to fight
illiteracy gained state, national
and international recognition.
Cora Wilson Stewart received
many accolades and awards for
her contributions to the fight
against illiteracy.
Among those awards were:
First woman elected President
of the Kentucky Education Association and the first woman to
be elected as Superintendent of
Schools. It was an elected office
and women could not even vote
at that time.
Mrs. Stewart also was chair
of state, national and international anti-illiteracy organizations. She frequently testified
before state and national congressional committees. Also,
she was awarded the prestigious
Ella Flagg and Clara Barton
medals for her pioneering work
in education.
Rowan schoolchildren called
"mountain jewels"
Cora Wilson Stewart often
refer r ed to Rowan County
School children as rough mountain. jewels. · During her tenure
in Rowan County, she helped
polish and shape those jewels
through education. Her contribution to education can still be
felt today in the fine schools in
Rowan County.

Cora Wilson Stewart was
the Rowan County School
Superintendent 1902-1906
and 1910-1914 and also
founded the Moonlight
Schools in 1911.

Dr. Warren Proudfoot,
compassionate surgeon,
enlightened educator and
humble humanitarian. He
was also St. Claire's Chief
of Surgery for many years.
Dr. Proudfoot could walk
into a sick room and the
patient would feel better.

A dapper, enterprising Ed Maggard, right, and his new
1912 Model T Ford. He was on his way to deliver a Delco
unit for home electricity. Notice the ftag on the hood and
the crank in front.

From left, Dr. Warren Proudfoot, Dr. Louise Caudill and
.Dr. George Barber, researching a medical question in St.
Claire's Medical Library.
.

President Adron Doran often presented the colors at
home MSU football games. He is shown riding his world
champion Tennessee Walking Horse. (Photo MSU CCL)

Adron and Mignon Doran arrive as "rookies" in Morehead
in 1954. They soon became seasoned veterans. (Pho~
MSUCCL)
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Local Trivia

Early History
■ Early homemade cough
·syrup was prepared by
:saturating brown sugar with
white whiskey, and take
·as needed.
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Morehead ·Memories:
Patent medicine and media marketin
By JACK ELLIS
Special to The Morehead News

"In vain shalt thou use many
medicines." (Jeremiah 46:11)
No matter how much things
change, it is amazing how much
they stay the same.
In year 2006, everyone is saturated with commercial messages
on television and in the all media.
Most of these commercial messages seem to be diagnosing physical ailments and prescribing the
best medical treatment for those
ailments, e.g. "Does pain from
arthritis keep you from enjoying
life? If so, try our remedy for complete relief." "Does constipation,
sluggishness or headaches keep
you from being your best? If so,
try our pills and you'll feel like a
new person."
Then there is Viagra, and Bob
Dole tells us how it's helped him.
Then the caveat comes - ask your
doctor if this pill is right for you.
All of this comes with beautiful
models amid slick Madison Avenue fanfare. Medical care has
not always been so available. But
there have always been people
proclaiming that their medicine
will cure you - no matter what
ails you. They have always used
the media of the day to proclaim
their medical cures.
One hundred years ago, traveling medicine shows often came
through Rowan County using

many of the same methods used
County were bombarded with the physic. Don't get up nights ..
today. They attracted large
same kind of medical messages of physic the bladder out with Jucrowds with magic shows, music
how "they could be healthier and
niper Oil." Also, the article went
and even dancing girls. Then the
live better lives". Those messages
on to say, "Drive out the
slick-talking medicine man would appeared in the only
impurities, stop the
tell the people about the patent
media
~
burning and frequent
medicine he was selling,
desire with the amazing
tlia · oul
,
ti] ~-.; .A ~
Bucer leaves contained
cure just
4 •
, . , .,
in this bladder physic.
about any ailment. It was
usually a mix~d
ture of old
home remedies
\o o • '
\
the drug store, and if
laced with lots
·
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you're
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a ter our nights, go
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sold in attractive ". \~ c 1t ~ ,,t. ,\\ :,,c\t•c
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money."
bottles.
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The medical
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sleep." Sold at C.E.
cures of their product.
Bishop Drug Store.
.
Personal testimony has
available to
Or here is another one from the
always been a persuaMoreheadians of that time same era that used a common
sive way of selling a
sales technique still used today · product, whether it is with a trav- newspapers. But the messages
a persuasive testimonial from a
eling medicine show, or as it is to- were the same as now, only they
health care professional. "Nurse
day, in newspapers, magazines, or were printed messages.
In 1930, the Rowan County
tells how to sleep sound and stop
television.
gas."'Nurse V. Fletcher says,
Seventy-five years ago the peo- News printed the following: "Get
Relief with "Bucet", the bladder
"Stomach gas bloated me so badly
ple of Morehead and Rowan
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I could hardly sleep. But on
spoonful of Adlerika brought
all of that gas and now I slee
fine." (I hope she was sleepi~
alone). Available at C.E. Bisn
Drug Store.
1896 medical claims

could be used today
Appearing in the Morehea
vance in 1896: "Rowan Coun
were urged to buy Dr. Caldw
Syrup of Pepsin with this int
esting message which could ll
used today by simply changi
the dates: "When Dr. Caldwe
started practicing medicine i
1875, he said there was not n
ly the .need for a laxative as t
is in 1896." People lived nor
lives in 1875, ate plain, whol
some food and got plenty of fr
air. Therefore, they did not ne
laxatives as they do today. (TE
must have been a drastic cha11
in lifestyles during those 20
years). But even in 1875, Dr.
Caldwell pointed out there we
·harsh laxatives that were not
good for human beings.
The patent medicine for con
pation that Dr. Caldwell devel
opi:id in 1896 not only claimed
cure constipation, but most of
ailments that plagued manki
that time. (And still does). Dr.
Caldwell reported his miracle
cure contained Syrup of Pepsi
and a liquid vegetable mixtur

See MEDIA, Page
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body the pretty curves that .
that is suitable for women
and children. It is called Dr. men admire. Just take Visal
Caldwell's "Syrup of Pepsin" a few weeks and you'll be
surprised." It didn't actually
and is a mild safe bowel
stimulant, Dr. Caldwell also claim, anything except you'll
. claimed that his prescription be surprised. (I'll bet their
boyfriends and husbands
would provide relief from
headaches, biliousness, flat- would also have been surprised). Unfortunately there
ulence, indigestion, loss of
appetite, sleeplessness, dys- were no models or artwork
us,ed in that early print mepepsia, colds and fever. (It
dia.
· didn't miss much.) If Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup of Pepsin
Evolving "cures"
could live up to its claims
for the common cold
and is available in local
It seems many of the malMorehead drug stores today,
adies suffered by mankind
it would solve many of today's medical problems. But have been around since the
remedies did not rely on mein 1896 that remedy was
beginning of time. Although
dia promotion, but upon
available in Morehead's City those maladies remain unfamily recipes, handed down
Drug Store.
changed, their treatment
from one generation to the
has changed over the years
next.
An old cure
from early home remedies
Coughs and sore throats
fora modern
that were hilarious, peculiar were as prevalent one hunproblem
and bizarre, into the science dred years ago as they are
. Another problem ·still
we call modern medicine.
today. Many of the early
around today and that must
In Rowan County; we are
remedies were helpful, or if
fortunate--t have'"Skilled- --..~ey 1 n't stop your cough
have been-around-since-the
physicians, nurses and a
you didn't care. Early homedawn of man (or woman)
made cough syrup was pre- had a supposed medical cure modern hospital, but the
early settlers had to rely
pared by saturating brown
100 years ago. The sales
upon folk medicine and
sugar with' white whiskey,
pitch read, "Girls with flat
home remedies for their
and take as needed. (It is no
chest have few boy friends."
medical treatment. Much of
wonder so many people deThe sales pitch continues,
that treatment was based
veloped a chronic cough.)
"Try these easy ways to fill
upon superstition and folkAnother early cough syrup
out your chest." (Notice the
lore, but some of it was effec- was made by mixing a cup of
word breast was never
tive. Folk medicine or home
melted butter with a halfused). ''Visal will give your

LEFT: Stephen Bishop,
whose son C.E. Bishop
founded the C.E. Bishop Drug Store in 1896,
~nd his grandchildren
Robert and Roberta
operated the business
until it closed in 1987.

Battson's D
Store in 19~
Mr. and Mr
Battson, le1
Notice the
medicine b
ties aroun
walls cont
ing medicin
compounde
the baseme1

cup of vinegar and sugar
and adding a pinch of salt
and pepper. One teaspoonful
of this concoction was supposed to relieve the cough.
Another cough syrup popular in pioneer Rowan County was prepared by boiling
cherry bark, whiskey and
honey together until it thickens. Take one teaspoonful as
needed. But one of the easiest early remedies for a
. cough was to wear a used
sock around your throat at
night. Therefore, as long as
one had a pair of socks, you
had your own cough remedy.
But if the used sock remedy
didn't work, another cough ·
remedy was a mixture of

pine tar and plaster. They
would spread the mixture on
a.cloth and tie the cloth
around the throat with the
tar side next to the skin. The
wrapping should be changed
twice a week.
Early remedies for the
common cold included taking
two drops of turpentine on a
teaspoon of sugar at bedtime. If that didn't work, another home remedy was to
rub mutton suet (fat) on the
bottom of the patient's feet •
and hold their feet 'close to
the fire. (Is that where the
old time saying comes from,

"Hold their feet to the fi
Another early cold reme
was to make a plaster of,
spoiled onions and place
· cloth and tie it a.round tH
chest. The early settlers
were searching for a cure
the common cold. So far !
know, modern medicine i i
still searching.
For more information t
the folk medicine of the
gion, look for Kentucky
ories: Refiections of Rowa
County and Morehead ME
ories: True Stories from
em Kentucky, both by Jae
D . Ellis.
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RIGHT: The C.E. Bishop Drug Store was located on the corner of
First Street and Carey
Avenue. It was the
busiest corner in
Morehead in 1896 and
supplied local residents with their medicines.
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J~ St. Claire Medical Center 1963-1988.

• •

From A Field On Second Strpet To A Regional Hospital

It All, Began Here
Patches of snow covered the ground in this front
page photograph in the Feb. 9, 1961 issue of the
Rowan County News showing the site of St. Claire
Medical Center. The two-acre tract at the intersection of Fleming Avenue and Second Street
was known as the ."Sam Caudill" or "Meade"

property. From left are H.H. Lacy, realtor who
handled part of the transaction; J.M. Clayton,
chairman of the hospital and acquisition committee; W.E. Crutcher, secretary, and C.P.
Caudill, president of the Northeast Kentucky
Hospital Foundation.

'Friends Of St. Claire' Party ,
A total of $2,340 was contributed for St. Claire's
second expansion program during a "Friends of St.
Claire" party hosted by Mrs. Lorene Day, far
right, and her husband Robert at the couple's farm
in Fleming County in October of 1978. From left are
Sister Mary Edwin, who served as hospital ad-

' "'

Hospital Foundation Committee
L"t -'--.,

.&J....,lil.~

ministrator from 1963 to 1969, Dr. Claire Louise
Caudill, for whom the hospital was named, Mrs.
Olive Caudill, Martina Davis, Steve Hamilton, and
Sister Mary Joell, administrator of the hospital
from 1969 to 1983.

I.

,vraJOT cnm:11 ,-or -i;ne' -einavn:snrrru,rn -u.- cri.
Medical Center was cri:idited to the steering
coni mittee of the Northeast Kentucky Hospital
Foundation and Monsignor Charles A. Towell,
director of hospitals for the Catholic Church. In this
1961 photo are, seated from left, Morehead State
College President Adron Doran; W.E. Crutcher,
secretary of the committee; Monsignor Towell;
C.P. Caudill, president of the committee; Dr.

L10U1:S.~ll-U'nl.o;- To-r r ffllV TO-- '°1n;---Ut,T.lf1IC-d.l.

named; Elijah M. Hogge, treasurer, and Glenn W.
Lane. In back are William M. Caudill, Adrian
Razor, Otto P. Carr, Eleanor Queen, office
secretary of the Foundation, J.M. Clayton, John M.
Palmer, D.B. Caudill and C.Z. Bruce. Absent from
the photo was committee member Dr. Everett D.
Blair.

1961 Groundbreaking Ceremony
A sun-splashed · autumn day on Sept. 29, 1961,
provided perfect weather for groundbreaking
ceremonies for the new hospital. The event was
attended by a large crowd, shown 'here listening to
a performance by the Morehead State College

Band prior to the program. In front row, from left,
are Frances Laughlin, Mignon Doran, Jane
Caudill, Lucille Evans, Susie Halbleib and several
priests from Covington.

Fund-raising activities for the
hospital's second expansion program often provided entertainment for the en.tire community
such as the basketball game
between the doctors, top photo,
and the 1946 state championship
team of University Breckinridge
School. The physicians' team included, kneeling from left, Dan
Wechter, Patrick Serey, J.
Hunter Black, Troy Burchett and
Charles Franks. In back are
Russell "Buck" Bennett. Jim
Bauer, Robert Friedman,
Thomas Fossett, Bill Hall, James
Jackson, Shelley Bennett, Gary
Trent and Jack Sherger. The doctors lost the game to the 46'ers,
delighting
the
Breck
cheerleaders, right photo. From
left are Helen Patrick, Janet Litton. Merl Allen and Jo Ann
Needham.

The Docs Versus The Breck 46'ers
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First Expansion Groundbreaking
Ground for St. Claire's first expansion was broken
in 1969 by, from left, Sister Mary Edwin, Alpha
1-lu! chinson, Sis~er Mary Joell, William H. Layne

the following year, increasing the hospital's bed
capacity froni -ti to 9-1 and adding three operating
rooms, a recovery room and a six-bed intensive
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24th Cake Cutting, 1987
St. Claire Medical Center began its year-long 25th
anniversary celebration in July of 1987 with a cakecutting ceremony at _the hospital. Among the

in the shape of the hospital were, from left, Edith
Conyers, Helen Montgomery, Audrey Hicks, Alex
Conyers, Margaret Sue Morris, Merl Allen and
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Morehead Memorie's ( eople and PlaCes)
Early Medical Practitioners
Part II
By Jack D. Ellis
"I will give no deadly medicine to anyone if asked, nor suggest any such counsel; furthermore, I will not give to a woman
an instrument to produce abortion."
(Portion of oath of Hipprocates
taken by most physicians since
400 B.C.)
Two early physicians that
prominently prescribed medical
treatment for early Rowan
Countians were Drs. G.C. and
H.L. Nickell.
G.C. (Grover) Nickell was
born at Yale, Kentucky in 1884,
and died in Morehead in 1943.
His first wife's name was Ottie
· (Lawrence) Nickell, who die,d
· early in their marriage. His sec: ond wife's name was Mabel, and
Grover had no children by either
wife.
H.L. Nickell was born at Yale
in 1887, and died in Morehead
in 1943. He was married to Florence (Francis) Nickell for 33
years before divorcing. They had
t wo sons, David, and John Paul.
David graduated from the University of Louisville School of
Medicine. He also studied at the
Mayo Clinic. John Paul studied
at the University of Louisville
. and in North Carolina. He
taught at the the University of
North Carolina. Neither brother
returned to Rowan County.
Homer and Grover Nickell
grew up on a a farm near Yale.
Their father farmed the rich river bottom land along the Licking;, adjacent to the John Ellis
farm (this writer's grandfather).
Many times as the two farmers
would cultivate their corn crops
down along the river bank, they
would talk to each other while
resting their horses under the
shade of a giant elm tree. •Mr.
Nickell would say very proudly
"the corn grown in that river
bottom field was what put my
boys through the University of
Louisville Medical School."
(Grover graduated in 1908
and Homer graduated in 1912.)
_Homer completed further study
· at the University of Chicago.
Both doctors began practice in
the Yale vicinity of Bath County. Yale was a busy timber town,
with a railroad that hauled the
lumber and logs to market. It
· was also located near the confluence of Beaver Creek and Lick:;mg River. That brought more
\ logs and timber to Yale, increas2jng th~ econ.omv. '

established his practice in 1935. though hi· had a severe physical ical a-rena, he ehcted, ·at a the next 30 years.
Addendum: Part I of "Early
He was married to a Morehead handica , which left him mature age, to enter the Universchool teacher, Mary Jo (Wilson) stooped o er from the waist, Dr. sity of Louisville Medical School, Medical Practitioners" stated
Blair, and they had two sons Joseph E~1 McKinney, son of a graduating in 1947. He returned that Dr. Allen W. McCleese
who are local residents: Dr . local bus· essman, A.B. McKin~ to Morehead in 1948 and regis- retired and moved to Florida.
Donald Blair, and Attorney Paul ney, deci ed to leave the politi- tered his intent to practice med- However, according to his
Blair.
cal arena ·n Rowan County and icine in the Rowan County Med- nephew, Larry W. Stevens, of
··
Farmers, Dr. McCleese died of
Dr. Blair began practicing go to m~1ical school. Joe was ·
ical
Register.
However,
another
cancer
in 1927 and was buried
medicine in a white wooden married r.q Amy Duley-, daughter
combination residence and office of Mr. an4 Mrs. C.P. Duley, and young doctor, and good friend, at Carey Cemetery in Farmers.
C. Louise Caudill, had just Also Mr. Stevens said that Dr.
on East Main Street. He latei: they had 11,0 childr~n.
opened her medical practice in McCleese was a\detective at one
built ,a new home on colleg
Morehead, and Joe McKinney time - which verifies that the
Stre,et, but maintained his office,
Dr. Jo~eph E. McKinney was
at the same location throughout the circuit court clerk of Rowan decided to move to Maysville. early medical practitioners prachis lifetime. His son, Dr. Donald County from 1934-1944. After There he established an ticed some otheryocation to supBlair's office remains in that serving StJccessfully in the polit- extremely successful practice for plement their income.
very same building today.
o--;;z """"" ...,,,. ..,a___. ~ ,cn:rv.. ~ •
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Dr. Blair treats
(SU!alS{OH) Z# awn.IJ a~.1n1
sgXUl glUlSg 1ug1 pun 'g:mu1nsu1 S,l~UM.0 ·9Z9
trauma victim
M.aJ '09·u-·99 ·sq1 98L·00+9 "9L
Dr. E.D. Blair dispensed med-09·u ·sqr 009-009 '09·t8·9Z"9L
urnq
'lsgJglU1
'1udFrnpd
sgpnpu1
•lU.lWABd
icine, set broken bones, deliv·sq{ 009·9L8 t# aw-e.IJ a.3.1n1 '8
ered babies, and provided qualiWU!paW '·99-Q9·99 ·sq{ 988·089
lU.lWABd
U.M.0O
001$
ty medical and surgical care to
'·sL-"8L ·sq1 009·009 '·98•"8L
Rowan Countians for over 40
%9 JO glUI mnm1xum ·sqr 009·00t '·05-·98 ·sq{ oot·008
years. On a Saturday afternoon
1# awn.IJ nnws '09"0L•"99 ·sq1
this writer was struck by an ,iugi(
uuql ssgl suuo1 1ot1 ·(%00"8 gllil mnm1 098·908 MaJ '08· LL ·sq{ 8ZL p-eaq
automobile in front of his house
8Z 7ii oz· LL ·sqI_ tll. a:inJ a1!l{M
on west U.S. 60. Dr. Blair had xum ~%00" 1 su M.Ol su ·1rd·v} lSO:J a1qep.10JJV
28 Jt:>n{q-){:>n{q pnaq 991 sapnpu!
sent my mother to the hospit al
'08"LL·09"1L ·sq{ 008·00L '08"9L
in Lexington earlier in the week
·sq1 f,89 paxµn pnaq 09 sapnpu!
for major surgery. My father
'"6L•"vL ·sq1 00L·009 '0908
was there at the hospital with
·sq{ 9L9 sso.1:> S!n10.1nq::) pnaq tl
her at the time of my accident.
sapnpu! '9L"88· '9L ·sq{ oo~-009
(The man driving the car that
'09·z5-09·08 ·sq1 009-oot ·zo1
struck me and knocked me
-·z5 ·sq1 00t·00E 1# aw-e.1J a.3.1n1
about 30 feet, was the principal
'8 WU!paw :s.1aa1s .1apaaj
of Breckinridge, Chiles Van
·9y
Anthwerp.) I was knocked 1
-09·zt 1ua:i.1ad 6L·9L 2unn:>!PU!
unconscious, and the Red Rose
·sq{ 9ZL 1·9L81 z-1 apn.12 panA:
Dairy Milk truck driver, Woody 1
'·t9··6t 1ua:i.1ad 2u!uoq ssn:i.1n:>
Hall, stopped and loaded me
Z8·08 2unn:>!PU! ·sq1 0Z61·0t91
0
into the back of the milk truck
1 apn.t.3 p1a!A :snnq .131q2n-e1s
and delivered that unconscious
·a:iµd ·vs-·08 pun 1q2!aM
boy to Dr. Everette Blair's office.
·sq1 096·09L %06·98 u-ea'1
I returned to consciousness in
·a:ipd · LE•"f,8 pun 1q2!aM ·sq1
•
~
0
his office, while he was examin9tZ1·086 'una1 %06·98 u-ea'1 ·tt
ing me. It was not niy time to
-·st 'aoµd 09·or· LE pun ll{2!aM
die, and the only injury I sus~
·sq1 9Lt1·0901 'unai %98·08
tained was a twisted knee, and 'I
S.Iauog ·a:iud 09"68·09"98 pun
had to walk on crutches for six
ll{2!aM ·sq{ 0191·9Z01 'una{ % 08
c- 9.,N;IJ.,
weeks. (Needless to say I trans·9L s.1a){na.1g :sM.O:> .131q2nn1s
ferred from Breckinridge to
·sq1 009 .IaAO s1q2!aM. uo a:iunApn
Morehead High School the next
1sow '.1aq2!l{ ·z Ol A'.pna1s s.IaJ!al{
•ianbaug .1apaaJ '.taq2!l{ "8•'('; ·sq{ 009 .l8AO
year.) Since my parents were.
out of town at the time of the dy-qs.1'8(01{:>S/S.IOUOH ssauysng JO aDano:::> 8l{l Dup:np aon 1,(pna1s ·sq1 009 .1apun E1.taa1s .ta
accident, I stayed in the Mid- -uiuasa.td aqi apuw 'Danuno:>:>'8 JO .1ossaJo.td aiupossu •ya( -paaJ ',(pU3lS sunq pun SM.0::) .l3l
land Trail Hotel while recuper- 's.tal(BA\ uo.tUl{S ·dyqs.t'B(Ol{:>S ..{u.M.Ofi'B{) A(P}I aqi paAya:>a.t -q2n-ers (){aaM 1sn1 Ol pa.1ndwo:>)
ating and Dr. Blair monitored •.1oyunf p1au.1ua1:::> 'A'.l.tB:J:>W upu:J •siuawi.1udap snoy · a1ns JO awn 1n paq2!aM an
me closely every day for a week. •.t'BA a-qi uy siuapnis lla1puuisino pa.touo-q A'.iys.taAyan aiuis -1n::) :8881 :){88M. aq1 .IOJ 5ld!a:,a.1
My aunt and uncle, Peaches and puaqa.toW 'llaaM. sp.tu.M.y :,ywapu:>V iua:>a.t a-qi Dupna 1n10J. :zo0l :s1d!a:ia.1 arnn:i ',X)I
Jack Cecil, owners of the Hotel,
•2un.1a1s ·1w 'l8}{.Inw }{OOlS8A!'1
cared for me.
~lf "''"
,(nM.8lUD '6 aunr ',(npsaupa_M
More Morehead
sM.aN '.}8){.Inw a1n1s-1n.1apaj
doctors arrive
6 aun.r 'A'.upsaapa£
Dr. Samuel Reynolds, a Morehead native, graduated from the
University of Cincinnati Medical
School. He received his training
under the Navy V12 progr am
which was a program to prepare
:i
doctors for military service during WW II.
Dr. Reynolds began his med-

and Fleming Avenue). He was
later elected as State Representative for Rowan and Bath counties.
Dr. Grover Nickell continued
to practice and operated the
"hospital" until a broken hip and
health problems forced him to
close in 1942. During their twilight years, the two doctor
brothers were reconciled, and
lived together caring for each
other's health needs. On Nov. 9,
1943, Dr. Homer Nickell died
unexpected in his sleep. He was
living with his brother and
treating him for a broken hip
and pneumonia. Dr. Grover
Nickell died four months later.
Painful experience at
Morehead hospital
In 1936, at 9 years of age,
this writer was coming home
from school at Breck, and
stepped in a drainage tile in
front of Morehead College's Button Auditorium. The skin on my
left shin bone was peeled back
revealing the bone. (The scar on
my leg can still be seen). While
lying on the ground writhing in
pain, MSC Coach Downing came
over to investigate. He saw the
leg and immediately picked up
that 9-year-old boy and carried
him in his arms to Main Street
to Dr. Nickell's hospital.
There the gruff speaking
rough-treating physician asked
Coach Downing and the nurse to
hold that . scared 9-year-old
patient on the table while he
slapped red iodine-like antiseptic into the wound (without
anesthetic). Next he pulled the
skin back down over the shin
bone and sewed it (without
anesthetic). That was this
writer's very unpleasant and
painful experience with that
early Morehead "hospital."
In 1933 Dr. Isadore Monroe
Garred moved his medical practice from Ashland to Morehead.
His office and home were located in a brick cape cod style
house, at the corner of 2nd
street and College Blvd. (Across
the street from MSU's Lappin
Building, and is now owned by
MSU). His wife, Martha, was
his nurse. She was extremely
efficient, and always dressed in
a white starched uniform. They
had one daughter, Kay. Dr.
Garred was an avid hunter and
fisherman. He often went on
extended hunting and fishing
trips, and was famous for hjs i cal
•trnnhv F;.,l,
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Early doctors needed high
swimming horses
, Both doctors were kept busy
caring for the families of timber
workers, and farmers in the tricounty area of Bath, Menifee
and Rowan. However, there was
,no bridge over Licking River
(not even at Fafmers) in those
days. Therefore, making house
calls back and forth across the
·dangerous river became difficult
.for the doctors - especially on
l horseback. That was because
Lsome horses can swim better
han others. John Ellis, a friend
, and neighbor of the Nickells,
!Said many times, he would get
up and go to the barn to feed his
horses and find another horse in
, the stall where his horse should
',be. He always knew that Dr.
. G.C. Nickell had traded horses
!because he had to cross Licking
rniver. Dr. Nickell always said
he could cross the river on Mr.
:Ellis' horse and never even get
his feet wet - because that
•horse was such a strong swimmer, and swam high in the
water. Mr. Ellis said he told Dr.
· Nickell he was always welcome
•to make the switch when he
• needed to cross the river. When
WWI began in 1917, Dr. Homer
: Nickell was 'called into the military service.
Dr. Homer Nickell entered
:World War I as a 1st Lt. in the
U.S. Medical Corp in 1917. He
served as a field surgeon in
· Europe during the entire war.
: He always said he was fortunate
to have worked in an Army
· Field Hospital in France under
the renowned Lexington Surt geon, Dr. W.O. Bullick. Dr. Bul: lick operated on this writer's
mother in 1930 removing one
· third of her large intestines. He
: must have done it right because
. she lived another 6S years.
When WWI ended, Dr. Homer
Nickell practiced in Pikeville
: one year before returning to
Morehead.
: Drs. Nickell open Morehead
"Hospital"
. In 1929, Drs. Homer and
. Grover Nickell opened their
: "hospital" on Morehead's Main
Street at the present site of the
· University Cinema and the
·Wentz Building. Their one-story
·• ·red brick duplex was connected
-: by an open l>reezeway. The liv'•: ing quarters were on one side,
• and the "hospital" on the other
· side. Since Dr. Homer Nickell
:;:· and his wife were divorced, it
< was the intention of the broth'.;,ers to live on one side of the
;:; : duplex, and maintain their "hos;::;: pital" on the other side. Howev( ·.er, they did not get along very
,::-, well and soon split up their
::_, practice. Homer moved out and
'~: set up his office on West Main
·-. Street (corner of Main Street

J . _UV ~-f-V't:J'~
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Rabies rampant in Rowan
During the summer of 1937,
rabies were rampant in Rowan
County. The deadly disease had
spread from foxes to dogs to
farm animals. That summer, little Margaret Sue Cornette, and
Janis Ruth Caudill became
exposed to rabies while playing
with the family pet bird dog.
The dog later developed rabies
and had to be destroyed. The
two girls were taken to Dr.
Garred who immediately
ordered the anti-rabies vaccine.
The treatment required that the
two girls get one anti-rabies
shot every day for 14 days.
(Those shots were considered
dangerous at that time). Dr.
Garred gave those scared young
girls and their families the
assurance they needed that he
would bring them through that
traumatic time in their lives.
Dr. Garred was one of Morehead's early medical men who
provided quality health care for
Rowan Countians for 30 years.
Dr. Ed Blair begins
Morehead practice
Dr. Everette D. Blair, physician and surgeon, was another
early Morehead medical man.
Dr. Blair was a graduate of the
University of Michigan and a
native of Morehead. Dr. Blair
returned from Michigan and

1946: He was married to Rut h
(Williams). They had three children, Lisa, Terry and Kim. Dr.
Reynolds helped provide much
needed medical care for Rowan
r esidents duri ng hi s 40 pl u s
years of service. Dr. Reynolds 1
died in 1989 and there is a
marker in his memory in the~
Caudill Cemetery.
J
There was a shortage of doc-·,·"i
tors during WW II, a nd even '

About the
author
D r. J a ck D. Ellis is a
retired Morehead State
Un iversity Library director and a retired minister.

Dr. Everette D. Blair,
Morehead physician and
surgeon, provided quality
medical care to Rowan
County ·residents for more
than 35 years.

Local physician and avid fisherman Dr. I.M. Garred, right,
with Lawrence Johnson, display the trophy size flat head
catfish they landed in Licking River.
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Dapper Dr. G.C. Nickell, early Morehead physician, in
front of the residence portion of the hospital in 1939.
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Brother doctors Homer L. and Grover C. Nickell pose in front of their Morehead "hospital" that opened in early 1929. It was located at the present site of the University Cinema
and the Wentz building on Morehead's Main Street and closed in 1943 with the death of
the Nickells. Photo courtesy of the Roger Barber collection.
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Looking at
the year
in the arts

By Richard Sorbo, AP

CHRIS CORNELL: Leads
Soundgarden with soaring vocals.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1994

~BEST-~

Merry Christmas.
Merry Christmas.

As the year draws to
a close, USA TODAY's
music, movie and TV critics reveal what
they've liked and loathed. First up, Edna
Gundersen looks at pop and rock.
Soundgarden's Superunknown is on her list
of the year's best ijlbums.
Next week

Fresh taste. Fresh breath.

Down-homed ctoring Movie madness

LIFELINE

Prized physician is cou

A QUICK READ ON WHAT PEOPLE ARE TALKING ABOUT
/

?

SECTION D

•.

Four major movies meet in a holiday showdown this
weekend. Paul Newman's praised performance in Nobody's Fool tackles tough family issues. Street Fighter:
The Battle for Shadaloo (review, Tuesday), starring JeanClaude Van Damme, is based on the video game. The two
take on a pair of classics: Disney's live-action Rudyard
Kipling's The Jungle Book, and the just-opened and critically acclaimed Little Women.
Some others opening this weekend: Ready to Wear
and Legends of the Fall. Reviews of these, plus Vanya on
42nd Street, opening wider, 100.

Newman betters
with age in ,'Fool'

What's the rush? You:ve.got a good•40-4~ hours
left to finish your l'loliday shopping. He~ are last• th
miriute sugge,tions trom 01:1r staff tq ease you~:;f"aY, 1p

► ~1J3UM$:' On ~sling W.mis of Tmte, Willie ~1. :r1';

soh's dry-as-dust., \<°'ice has an <>dd beauty ' set•.' .
'against the rush orchestration of such self~wrttteri<vit
standards as· Funny How .Time Slips Away,, G;razyt1tfii
,and Night Life.
1J n;iay, ~ the year's mo~
rom~ntic.album.: Hector
Ber11oz's L~ . Tmyens eni'
compasses 'hothing less
than the Trojan war and the
fall of Carthage and in mod"
em times has been deemed
a masterpiece. ,Conq.u ~or.
Charles Dutoitlead.~ the
Montreal Symphony Or-:
chestra in a luminous •· new
four..co,;·•.reco
. tding •Starri·ng··
Deborah Voigt. ,(CtaS$ipal
gift sgg~s, 40) ·
... .. . .. ~•·
...
► BOOKS: .MiPhael F!ana- illt>µf11 has. sorne otqr.
gan·s Station$ (Partheon, fayprifes. ' · J, •
$21) is hauntingly magical.
;]' "'
Created by New York paintetMichael Flana~an, thiS
ill~strated book.. presents
. an imaginary train 1ourne.y1
with a connecting shOrt story about a brother, bis
artist sister and her photographer lover.
► VIDEO: The White ChrfStmas Collector's Edltlol1.
(Paramount, $60) offers newly.·9:vaitable .le~r.:·
boxed tape of the Bing Crosby~Rosematy Cloo~Y"
Danny Kaye musical, 1he No. 1 box offiee'' hit 40

Paul Newman should always make movies in the snow.
Frosty air sets off those aqua
eyes like royal gems. And he
should always do roles that suit
him as well as his blue-collar,
no-account Sully in the touching family drama Nobody's
Fool (..,...½ out of four).
Stumbling on a bum knee he
can't afford to fix, Sully, like his
hometown of North Bath, N.Y.,
has seen better days. Yet a
scampish spark still burns in
this hard-luck construction
worker. It's as if Cool Hand
Luke were alive and closing in
on retirement age.
Unfortunately, Newman's
redemptive reunion with his
grown son (Dylan Walsh) is the
film's emotional core and its
weak spot Walsh, like a more

a

years
ago. .
''
,\llua.lll:'Cb 4.bftftAa..-----...,e,~_ u _ . . . _ _ , . _ ~~
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MOVIE REVIEW
SUSAN WLOSZCZYNA
handsome Al Franken, seems
too well-adjusted, though joble$ and in a shaky marriage,
to be so wronged by his reprobate dad. We resent his whining. Better is Newman's wooing
of his intense grandson (Alexander Goodwin) and his comforting of his feeble pal, Rub
(Pruitt Taylor Vince).
Sure-handed director Robert
Benton (Kramer vs. Kramer)
has a knack for turning types
into"people we care about, and
this small town in decline is
populated with a regular sideshow, from one-legged lawyers
to dry-as-ice lady bartenders.
The unbilled Bruce Willis is
Newman's boss, · who boo:zes
and womanizes without remorse, despite being wed to
Melanie Griffith, "the bestlooking woman in Bath," as

:m1:·u:a,11:1N1:t1eor.c1arr1:ramrsc CclOOlrnevlSits7 ftloller near
where she delivered a baby in 1950 during a Kentucky blizzard.

bottle,

sold only in six-packs). A creamy, toasty
bff:!nd of chardonfUlly .and pinot,rorr 9r~~,, ·Wit!'·• hint of anise. Comes in a $8~ Nicofe[It,.\ilter,:t,
signed bottle to boot. The 1992 Ridge Zinfandet t
noma Yalley Pagani Ranch
Picked ($17), is a
hi,,t~, l_ush, in-fr~nt-qf:the-~replace wlne.:m!l~
" th.e qumtessential Gahfom1a·grape.
,'i1w ··
► GAMES FOR Ktr)S: Donkey Kong Country (
1tendo, for Super NES, $69.95). The most visually

Cancers

u.te

have enzyme
•
mcommon

ar,
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By Tim Friend

ii.·..,.·.·Jun.
.,resting
. cartrt
<; Lio!J
.· .·ctgKinge.[irgm,
., gam·
.··. ·.·.·... e
. ?f 199.
•. .apd one·
. ·. 9·~d
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m,o$t
~
for 4~per
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USA TODAY

·

HOT SHOT: Photographer Annie Leibovitz is suing
Paramount Pictures for allegedly superimposing her shot
of Demi Moore over a photo of Leslie Neilsen to promote
the movie Naked Gun 33½: the Final Insult. The suit seeks
unspecified damages and a court order stopping Paramount from using the copyrighted photo. According to the
suit, Leibovitz's lawyers contacted Paramount and told it to
stop using the photograph. Paramount responded that the
photograph was of a model hired for the campaign.

NEW DIRECTOR:

Dr. Samuel Broder, a cancer

researcher who helped show the drug AZf is effective in
treating AIDS, is leaving his post as director of the National
Cancer Institute. Broder, 49, who gave no reason for the
planned departure in April, will join Ivax Corp., the largest
producer of generic drugs, as a senior vice president

TUPAC TURMOIL:

A New York court ordered

rapper Tupac Shakur to post $3 million bail by today and to
surrender for an examination to determine the extent of
gunshot wounds he suffered during a recent robbery. If
Shakur posts bail, he can remain free until his Jan. 17
sentencing. Shakur, 22, and Charles Fuller, 23, his road
manager, were found guilty of sexually abusing a woman in
Shakur's hotel suite. They face seven years in prison.
From wire reports

'·

LIFE HOT LINE: 1-900-555-5555 95C per minute
Movie reviews, horoscopes, soaps, Dr. Joyce Brothers

Researchers have found a
marker that may be common
to most cancers, suggesting the
~ibility for a universal diagnostic test and treatment
The marker in 90% of cancers studied is the activation of
telomerase, an enzyme that allows cells to divide indefinitely.
This uncontrolled cell division
is the hallmark of cancer.
The hope is that if a drug
that inhibits telomerase could
be discovered, "then it could
be a very broad spectrum
agent," says Woodring Wright,
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas.
At the end of chromosomes
are structures called telomeres
which normally work like a
cellular clock, says Wright. As
cells divide, the telomeres
shorten. Eventually they shorten until the cell dies.
In cancer, telomerase is
turned on and prevents telomeres from shortening. In the
study reported in today's Science, Wright and colleagues
examined 12 different cancer
types and found telomerase activity in 90 of 101 tumors.

II

COVER STORY

Dedicated
Dr. ,·C alldill is
still on ball
Dozens of the
8,000 babies
delivered in
Kentucky area
are named for
her or nurse

MOREHEAD, Ky. - A
few weeks before Christmas
i';l 1950, a snowstorm hit eastern Kentucky. Bad timing
for Merrill Lowe, who lived
with her husband, Atlee, in a
one-room log cabin in a holler below Mauk Ridge. She
was about to deliver her first .
child.
"The baby had been on
the way for 'bout two days," she remembers.
Her husband, realizing time was short, made his way
down the mountain to the general store, where he called
Dr. Claire Louise Caudill, 15 miles away in Morehead. He
told her if she could make it to the store, he'd take her the
rest of the way up the mountain on a horse-drawn sled.
Although it was 44 years pg<>, Caudill remembers the
night well. She and her nurse, Susie Halbleib, made their
way from town, jumped on the sled with their black bags,
and headed into the snowbound holler.
"It seemed like 10 miles that night, it was so cold," says
Caudill. "The snow was up to the horse's belly."
Please see COVER STORY next

ff Santa's bringing a
USA SNAPSHOTS®

By Cathy Lynn Grossman
USA TODAY

A look at statistics that shape our lives
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·Artificial trees
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Take two rolls of wrapping
paper, one very big bow, two
aspirin and what have you got?
A new computer for Christmas.
Experts advise first-time
buyers and upgrade shoppers
some unvarnished advice. Before you unwrap the hardware:
► Check your parts. Printer
cables don't come with printers. Computers don't come
witp blank disks for backup
copies of software. Get everything you need before stores
close Saturday.
► "Don't hide the computer
in the car trunk or anywhere
· very cold or hot," says Ron Kizik of CompUSA in Rockville,
Md. Chips behave best at room

By Craig Wilson
USA TODAY

Who to call
Among help tines open Christmas Eve and Day:
► Apple (Perfonna Hne only):
800-767-2TT5.
► Compaq: ~2-6672,
► Dell: 800-624-9896

► Packard Bell: 800-7334411.
► Mtcrosofl (tape recordings
only): Windows/DOS, 800-936- 1
4200; software, 800-936-41 00. l

temperature.
► "Plug it in and make everyonf: watching go away,"
says Tim Hayes of Apple customer support in Austin, Texas.
Give the computer 15 to 45
minutes to set itself up, or "decompre$." Kizik warns, "If
you tum it off before it's ready,

page ►

mputer

1

you are guaranteed a lousy
Christmas."
► If you're poking around in
the machine adding an upgrade, use a grounding strap. It
connects your wrist to an electrical ground so you don't
transmit static electricity and
fry your chips, says Kizik.
► Don't panic. Go eat or sing
or pray instead, until your
adrenalin level drops. "Calmne$ is the most important
thing," says Karen Rosenbaum
of TIC Computer Camps, Arlington, Va. "If you are tense,
upset or anxious, you only compound your mistakes."
► Share your toys. All sibling
rivalries and parent power battles will focus on the computer,
says Rosenbaum. So be nice. It
is, after all, Christmas.

riffilti and-Newman canyon
flirtatiously, but behind the
winking is a mutual respect
Best of all, the late Je$ica
Tandy shows up as Newman's
loyal landlady who sees in her
tenant what he can't see in
himself: a man who's worth
taking a chance on.
Far from mawkish, Fool exudes an infectious sense of
community. As for Newman,
he's at his best playing "a man
among men," as Griffith says.
As always, he's an actor among
Sy-Kerry Rayes, Paramounft-'ictures
NEWMAN: His n'er-do-well actors. (New York, L.A; R: pro- ·
evokes a warm spirit in 'Fool.' . fanity, nudity, violence)

Disney 'Jungle Book'
springs to live-action
Disney has reaped a cache
of video gold out of 1967's animated The Jungle Book, with
its vaudevillian voiceovers by
Phil Harris and Louis Prima.
Yet Rudyard Kipling's The
Jungle Book, opening Sunday,
is something else altogether: a
live-action adventure (,trirk½
out of four) whose payoff reptile scene may even jolt adults.
Very young children beware.
Though animal characters
are rightly and naturally favored in the cartoon Book,
there's a huge human factor
here thanks to a grade-A cast
that in no way reflects Disney's
sometimes stingy live-action
coffers. This is not, repeat, not
The Island at the Top of the
World with .David Hartman.
Instead, jungle hero Mowgli
is played by Jason Scott Lee,
whose sprinting, leaping physicality pretty well confirms his
inheritance of Burt Lancaster's

MOVIE REVIEW
MIKE CLARK
action torch. Cary Elwes plays
a greedy English captain (and
does he ever get his), with John
Cleese a doctor who dispenses
comedy relief. Sam Neill is a
gruffly decent ~nglish major
stationed in India, with daughter Lena Headey (prettier than
she was allowed to be in The
Remains of the Day) as a Lee
childhood pal who deserves a
better beau than Elwes.
Before Lee even shows up,
there's a tiger /elephant attack,
and then it's on to unceasing
chases, tall waterfalls and that
old reliable: a mean, Harleysized snake. This is Disney's
best live kiddie adventure
since 1960's The Swiss Family
Robinson, even if the latter
does have the edge on photogenic trees. (PG: intense thrills)

rank conner, Waif Disney Pictures

OUT ON A LIMB: Jason Scott Lee stars as tree-leaping Mowgli in
Disney's live-action 'Rudyard Kipling's The Jur;igle Book.'

Call 703-276-5864 for copies of USA TODAY~articles and research .help
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Morehead Memories (People and Places)
"

Early Medical
Practitioners
Partlll .
by Jack D. Ellis
"Whatever in connection with
my practice, or not in connection
with it, I may see or hear in the
lives in men which ought not to
be spoken abroad, I will not
divulge, as reckoning that all
should be kept secret." (Portion
of the oath of Hippocrates take
by most physicians since 400
B.C.)
One of Morehead's best
known and loved physicians was
Dr. Claire Louise Caudill. She
practiced family medicine in
Rowan County for over fifty
years. Her legacy looms large
throughout the hills of Eastern
Kentucky. Claire Louise Caudill
was born in Rowan County and

Claire Louise ' Caudill
while a member of the
Morehead State College
faculty 1934-1943.
was the daughter of Judge D. B.
and Etta (Proctor) Caudill. She
attended the Morehead Public
Schools and graduated from old
Morehead High School in 1930.
Early in her childhood, as she
played with her friends, she
dreamed of becoming a doctor.
But when she went off to college
at The Ohio State University in
Columbus, she seemed to let
those dreams die when she
gradu~ted in 1934 with a degree
in Physical Education.
Louise Caudill Morehead
College Professor
Louise Caudill returned to
her beloved Morehead in 1934,
an.d taul!ht .P..h.YsicaL Edu._cation

her medical' degree, Dr. Caudill
decided she needed more
advanced training and practical
experience. Dr. Caudill then
completed a rotating residency
at Women's Medical College in
Philadelphia. (Now called Hahnemann School of Medicine).
Following her residency, she
wanted to gain some practical
experience in a rural hospital,
therefore, she joined the staff of
the hospital at Oneida in southeastern Kentucky. It was there
she met a young nurse by the
name of Miss Susie Halbleib.
Nurse Halbleib had just graduated from the Nazareth School
of Nursing in Louisville, and
had also gone to Oneida to join
the staff at the Oneida Maternity Hospital. After they completed their advanced training, Dr.
Caudill persuaded Nurse Halbleib to give Morehead a try for
at least one year, and help her
establish a medical practice.
(That one year extended to a
lifetime.)
It is always difficult for a professional practitioner to return
to their small home town to
practice their profession. In Dr.
Caudill's case there was the
question of whether a woman
doctor would also be accepted in
her old hometown. But against
the advice of what Dr. Louise
called "some of the best friends
she ever had," she returned to
her beloved Morehead to begin
her medical practice.
Dr Louise and Susie open
Morehead Office
In 1948, Dr. Louise and Susie
opened their office on the second
floor of a plain brick building on
Morehead Main Street. (Above
Pat McGarey's Pool room, and .
Kenneth Bay's Jewelry Store.)
Access to the office was up a
steep staircase from Main Street
next door to the Jewelry Store.
(The building was razed in 1999
and is now a city parking lot.)
The upstairs waiting room
was always crowded. Often,
there would be patients stand-'
ing in line up the stairs. The
office was hot in the summer
with no air conditioning. But it
was there that the· two health.
care professionals became
whole-heartedly accepted by
their patients as "Dr. Louise"
and "Susie Needle." Dr. Caudill's close friends called her
"Weezer."

"Golden Age of Medicine" no gout(((???)))
Dr. Louise began her practice
at a time.. w_h en a d~ctor coul~

I

rapidly because of the baby
boom that resulted from all of
the post-war marriages. and
men coming home from WW II.
Dr. Caudill and Susie were
working day and night, and
patients were coming from the
surrounding counties.
There were times that in
order to see the doctor at her
office, you had to go there early
in the morning and sign the register, and sometimes wait for
hours. However, wheq you did
~~/
get in to see Dr. Caudill, she
'l
made you think you were the
only patient she had. She listened to your problems
empathized with your pain, and
many time would say, "Yes, I've
got that same problem." Her
bedside manner was professional, sympathetic and understanding, and she always made you
feel better by just talking to you.
She was ahead of her time,
because she not only treated the
disease, but believed in treating
the whole person.
Dr Caudill, a bridge between
eras of medicine
Every one of Dr. Louise's
patients had their own story
about her, and it is not the
intention of this article to write
r. Louise Caudill and loyal nurse Susie Halblieb stand before the many bassinets in
her biography. So much has
their clinic before St. Claire Hospital was built in 1963. It was those bassinets filled with
been written about her in books,
babies that convinced the church leadership and community that a hospital was needed
magazines, newspapers, and
in Morehead.
,
plays, that her story has been
told in many ways. She has
received so many accolades and much about people. She underawards, and every one richly stood their anxieties and their
fears. She knew her patients,
and the impact of depression,
wbrry, and emotional distress
u~on the physical condition of
tl1e body. S}le treated the physical, emotional, spiritual condition of the patient.
Tried non-traditional medicine
In 1952, this writer's motherin-law, the late Myrtle Caudill,
was one of Dr. Louise's patients.
She suddenly became afflicted
with a terribly painful, crippling, debilitating case of
rheumatoid arthritis. Dr. Louise
sent her to various specialists
throughout the country. But no
treatment seemed to help. Dr.
Louise even called specialists,
studied the latest research, and
tded every treatment known at
"Going the last mile." Dr. Louise Caudill, right, and
that time including steroids and
nurse Susie Halbleib on the final leg of their journey on
i.._~
.. [
gold shots. She ev~n tried nona house call to deliver a baby in isolated rural Rowan
traditional treatments of copper
County. They had to carry all equipment , medicine and
Dr. Claire Louise Caudill
bracelets on the arms, and
supplies needed for the journey.
continued to deliver
drinking that stinking sulphur
babies in the new modern
water. She said, "It can't hurt
maternity ward of St .
~nything." (We would go down
Claire Medical Center in
U1e Lower Licking Road to a sul1963. She delivered over
.1hµr spri_ng and get the water.)
L .;.... 1 _ .! _ _ .!.1..-:._.Jl!'!" .n.
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1943. However, she took time to
complete a Masters Degree in
Education at Columbia University in New York City in 1936.
Although Louise enjoyed teaching, her childhood dream of
becoming a doctor kept creeping
back into her conscious mind.
During the WW II years, with
a shortage of doctors, and a
shortage of men, Louise discussed the idea of her becominga doctor with her parents. She
always said her mother was
opposed to her becoming a
physician, because it wasn't
"lady like." Her mother believed
that young ladies should dress
up prim and proper, wear hats,
high heels, and act sophisticated
However, her dad urged her to
follow her dream, "go for it,"
telling her she could be anything she wanted to be. Claire
Louise Caudill became Dr.
Caudill when she was one of two
women in a class of 100 that
graduated from the University
of Louisville Medical School in
1946.
Dr Louise Caudill received
advance training
Although she had received

doctor could admit a patient into deserved. But she was unique.
a hospital for whatever treat- She was one of kind! However in
ment they believed was best for examining her medical contributhat patient. They could run tions in an historical context,
whatever tests they deemed nec- one of-her greatest accomplishessary, and could keep the ments was to found a hospital
patient in the hospital as long as named for her. But in addition
they believed was necessary for to that, she successfully bridged
the good of the patient. Those the gap from an era of the primidays seem to be gone forever, tive general practice of medicine
and now hospital admittance, to an era of specialization. She.
length of stay in the hospital,' successfully moved from a time
and treatment, are largely pre- when there were few drugs, litscribed by government regula- tle technology, and an isolated
tions. However, Morehead had practice to an era of the latest in
no hospital, and one was urgent- modern technology, research,
multiple drugs, cooperation, and
ly needed.
specialization in diagnosing and
Dr Louise opens modern
treating diseases. She served as
clinic on East Main St
Dr. Caudill's practice soon a bridge over troubled medical
out grew the offices on the sec- waters from the past to the
,
ond floor above the Pool Room future.
Dr. Louise continued a lifeand Jewelry Store. She then
opened her new modern clinic long study of medicine. She
on East Main Street in 1957. always checked out audio tapes
With the opening of the new of the latest medical treatment
clinic, she did not have to make from the Medical Library. She
so many house calls throughout would listen to those tapes in
the isolated region. Most house her car as she traveled to Lexcalls were to deliver babies, and ington. She was never one to
with the new clinic, the mothers waste time. She always scanned
were brought there for delivery. the medical materials fol' the
However, her practice grew latest research findings in her
field. She once told this writer,
"There is so much being published in medicine (much is
junk, and some is excellenp,
that by the time you determine
what is worth reading, it is obsolete." But she was always
searching the medical literature
for what would help her better
treat her patients.

In 1962 Dr. Louise Caudill, second right, and Monsignor
Towell, third right, watch as first spade of earth is dug
to begin new Morehead St. Claire HospUal.

The hills were her home
Dr. Louise never had any
desire to live anywhere ·else
except Morehead. Although she
and Susie were world travelers
during their vacation periods,
they were always glad to get
"home to the hills." Dr. Louise
once told this writer after he
had moved to Florida for several
years, "shoot, why would I ever
want to live anywhere else?
Morehead is my home, I would
never be happy anywhere else,
except here among my lifelong
friends." She also considered the
hills her friends and was the
happiest when she could look
unto those familiar hills she
could see from her office windows.
Treated the whole person
Dr. Caudill was not the typical physician. She was humble
and self deprecating. In the
dialect of her beloved hill folk,
"she never put on airs." If she
did not know something she was
quick to tell you she didn't
know, but she would try and
find the answer. In fact, she was
quick to say, "Honey, its surprising how little we know" (about
medicine). But Dr. Caudill knew

anoth~;- 16--years (mostly in a
wheelchair), Dr. Louise helped
ease the pain and made her life
a little more bearable. Dr.
Louise and Susie would always
make house calls as they treated
Mrs. Caudill. Dr. Louise was
with her when she died. She
cared for her until the very end
- as she did so many of her
patients.
.,..,..,..,,,,:$,x,.;,,-,_i~-:,«;.:".(::~-:~;iJ;:;f~<-;
Morehead's medical saint
Many doctors of that era did
not keep up · on the latest
advances in medicine, and the
Where is all began! Two story brick building on Moreexplosion of research in their
head's Main St. Where Dr. C. Louise Caudill opened her
medical practice in 1948. (Building razed in 1999.)
field, as well as the many great
drugs that were discovered.
However, Dr. Louise was deter- "Take care of your medical problems, and the best way you can
remember me is to get good
medical care. That's what Susie
and I devoted our life to."
The new women's health care
center now under construction
on the fourth floor for. the hospiEDUCATION
tal named in her honor is a fit1930 High School Diploma,
ting memorial to her tireless Morehead High School
lifelong determination to bring
1934 Bachelors Degree, Ohio
better health care to the hills of State University (Columbus)
eastern Kentucky.
1936 Bachelors Degree ,
Colombia University (New York
City)
1946 M.D. Degree, University
of Louisville (Kentucky)
EXPERIENCE
1943-1946 Physical Education Teacher, Swimming and
Tennis Coach Morehead State
Teachers College
1948-1999 Family Medical
Practice, Morehead, Kentucky
""- '"" ZW
HONORS, AWARDS, AND
In 1998 her last year to
ACHIEVEMENTS
practice family medicine
1955 Rowan County Lions
i n Rowan County, Dr.
Club Woman of the year
Louise continued her
1963 Along with the Catholic
study ·· of the medical
Order of Sisters of Notre Dame,
research in her field. ·
Founded St. Claire Medical Center in Morehead, Named in her
mined not to fall behind and she
honor
never stopped learning. She was
1972 Kentucky Council on
an outstanding diagnostician.
Higher Education Member
Dr . Louise's contributions to
197 4 Academy Family Pracmajor medical care for Rowan
Dr. Jack D. Ellis is a
tice Doctor of the Year
residents is beyond measure.
retired Morehead State
1979 Ky. Federation of BusiDr. Louise died December 31,
University Library direcness and Professional Women's
1998 in the University of Kentor and a retired minister.
Woman of the Year
tucky Medical Center. She was
1981 Northeastern Kentucky
laid to rest in the Caudill Ceme- - ·"l:'-PIOJ .rnaT claa)I- .
Health Care Delivery Corporatery in the community where
·.,(uld
tion Service Award
she spent her entire life. But her
.IPIPP a.1aqM .1uau .10 awoq
1981 Morehead State Univermemory will live through he St.
pa)(.IUd uaqM pa)(:>01 )(Un.11
sity Honorary Doctorate
Claire . Medical Center, her l puu s.1oop .1u:> daa)l1994 Country Doctor Musepatients , and the 8,000 babies
:suonnu:>a.1d asaq1 2up1u1
um , North Carolina, Country
he delivered. She was More)(Un.11 aq1 U! paddu.11 2un
Doctor of the Year
head's Medical "Saint" before St. a-3 p{!q:> U 'JSU!U2U p.IUn!) •
Claire Medical Center came to
·u! .1aq ~~ c~•t.L "l.,~'l""' 11 ep!SU! duvl"'
Morehead.
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Memorial to health care
Following her death, many of
her former patients felt uncomfortable seeing another doctor in
her office. They somehow felt
"disloyal" to Dr. Louise, and that
her office was a special shrine.
But knowing Dr. Louise as we
all did, she would probably say,
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Data Claire
Louise Caudill
(1912-1999)
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Morehead Memorie~ (People and Places)
Early Medical Practitioners ·
Part I

head of Ramey's Creek, n
"Pretty Ridge" in South
Rowan County. Mr. McKe
tracked the bear after it
By Jack D. Ellis
icksburg, Va. It was there he killed one of his calves, and
(Editor's Note: This is one in also became involved fn busi- dogs treed the bear up in a
i' series of articles about local ness, and helped organize a land persimmon tree.
1881 was also the year t
~istory entitled Morehead Mem- speculation company called the
ries: People and Places. The "Loyal Land Company." Dr. the (E.L. and E.K.), Elizabe
· rticles deal with those business Walker then organized the first town, Lexington, and Easte:
~nd professional people that English expedition through Kentucky Railroad was exte
felped Morehead grow and pros- what he named "Cumberland ed from Mt. Sterling to Grays
1er.)
Gap." That first expedition into where it connected with the
"I will follow the method of what is now Kentucky, started Sandy Railroad. (B.S.R.) T
eatment, which according to from Albermarle County, Va. in isolated small town of Morehe
ny abilit.v anq,jy_qgment, I con- 1750, with a charter to explore had become a railroad tow
li der~Bfff~ '15'enalf of my 800,000 acres. The group con- connected to the outside world.
Rowan, a violent county
'a tients." (Part of the Hippo- sisted of Ambrose Powell,
On Nov. 17, 1881, The As
atic Oath taken by doctors William Tomlinson, Colby
ince 400 B.C.)
Chew, Henry Loveless, John land Independent, sent a
If medicine is considered to Hughes, and Dr. Thomas Walk- adventurous reporter to Mor
head to report on four murd
the art and science of the pre- er.
trials being tried in Rowa
.e n ti on and treatment of disDr. Walker kept very detailed County
at the fall meeting ofth
se, then medical practitioners records, and the group was
Circuit
Court. At that sessio
re those individuals that are known to explore the ·headwabncerned with the treatmen( ters of the Licking River, and the court tried Matt Lightfoo•
hd prevention of disease. Every moving down the Licking, they for the murder of Joseph McDer1
lture throughout history has' explored some of its tributaries. mont in Crossroads (Farmers)
d their medical practitioner.a. Although it definitely cannot be Also, on the court docket wa
om the earliest archaeological proven true, there was a good James Rayburn for waylayin
scoveries, throughout written chance that the group may have and killing Josiah Hyatt nea
story_people have "practiced" come down the Licking and Morehead; Thomas Hargis fo
edicine. Wherever there were explored Triplett Valley. There- killing Elijah Fraley; John and
eople who became sick, there fore, in 1750, there was a very Hiram Cornette, and Garfield
ks usually someone there to good chance that the first Eng- Williams, jointly for killing
Hezekiah Jones. The last two
~at that patient.
lishman to arrive in what is now killings grew out of an old feud.
Dr. Walker one of the first
Rowan County, was a doctor. (Also, keep in mind this wa!Swas
Kentucky explorers
But it would be over 100 years
When America was settled before a record of another doctor six years before the Rowan
1d the early pioneers pushed arriving in Rowan County. But County Feud began.)
Rowan, a scenic county
~stward, there were medical they have been arriving ever
On Nov. 17, 1881', that roving
bn who led the way west. since.
rail riding reporter from The
me were both doctors and
1881 last bear killed in
Ashland
Independent arrived in
plorers, and one such pioneer
- Rowan County and
Morehead after a train ride of
lysician-explorer, was Dr.
railroad arrives
36 hours. He changed trains
'o mas Walker. Dr. Walker was
1881 was a banner year in twice between Morehead and
r n on Jan. 15, 1725 in King the history of Morehead and
~ Queen County, Va. He stud- Rowan County. It was the year Ashland; once at South
Portsmouth , and again at
~ medicine at William and that the last wild bear was
ry College in Virginia, and killed in Rowan County. It was Grayson, (There he remained
cticed medicine in Freder- killed by W.T. McKenzie on the overnight). The reporter said he
learned on that trip that "man

r

proposes, and God disposes of
unavailable train delays." The
train headed west on the newly
laid track into Rowan County's
primeval forests. It appeared
that a tree had never been cut
except for an occasional clearing
that contained a small log cabin,
and a hillside patch of corn. It
appeared as if Rowan County
had only recently been settled.
First Morehead physicians
among early residents
When the unknown reporter
reached Morehead at 4 p.m. he
found a busy, bustJ.ing village of
800 citizens, with9hotels. They
were owned by H. Clay Powers,
H.T. Hamilton, G. Gorman, and
Judge Carey. There were also
two general stores, one owned
by H.M. Logan, and the other
owned by Warren Anderson. He
listed the Resident Physicians of
Morehead as Drs. C.M. Martin,
H.S. Logan, and T.W. Banfield.
(However there was a Dr.
Carter located in Farmers at
that time.)
That unknown reporter
stayed at the Carey Hotel on
Railroad Street (First Street). It
was owned by Judge Carey and
operated by his daughter who
was married to Morehead's
Mayor Brains. Even in those
days traveling reporters were
interested in the food, and he
reported that Mrs. Brains
served the best coffee and corn
muffins he had ever eaten.
In 1881 Morehead with a
reported population of 800, was
a wild west frontier town. With
he new railroad came new
saloons, moonshine whiskey,
nife fights, drunken brawls
and murders. There was very
ittle law, and the fact that
here were four murder trials at
ne session of the Circuit court
;was evidence of the violent community of Morehead.
Before Morehead residents
~ould get through those violent
times, they had to live through
those times. So wherever there
as pain, injury, sickness and
uffering there were doctors to
help those in need. Morebead
as had a long history of good
edical care beginning around
the Civil War years, and con tining down to this very day.
Dr. H.S. Logan considered
earliest physician
1864 was the earliest record
of a physician to practice medicine in Morehead, and he was
still here in 1881. His name was
Dr. H.S. Logan. Dr. Logan was
born March 2, 1818 in Nicholas
,...,_,,._b ,........,L,,Jiod...l\A_g_r.,..h- 1..Q- 1.RR.ll

ticed medicine in this region for
many years. He went into partners with Dr. Evans and later
retired there. Many of Rowan's
early physicians first settled in
Farmers and later moved their
practice to Morehead. That was
because the economy of Farmers
was strong and more diversified
than Morehead. They later
moved their medical practice to
Morehead as the town grew.
That was the case with Drs.
Jeremiah Wilson, T.A.E. Evans,
and Allen W. McCleese. Dr.
McCleese began his medical
practice in Farmers in 1897, and
kept meticulous records. From
the appearance of his ledger
books from 1897-1922, he had a
difficult time in his first year of
practice. He reported in his 1897
ledger book, $1,030.25 total on
the books for that year. Only
$114.50 was collected by cash,
$110.75 was collected by merchanilise CTncluiling one s~aw
hat at $1.25), $59.40 was collected in work (including .25 in
credit to a colored patient for
replacing one shoe on his horse),
$21.07 was paid in produce that
year. Total value collected in
1897 was $305.72, with $729,53
outstanding on the books that
year. But he later became successful and treated many of
Rowan County's leading citizens. Numbered among his
patients were Mr. Hartley Battson ($2 for two office visits),
Judge Arthur Hogge (office visits), and Alf Caskey (three office
visits - treated burns on his face
$10, $5, and $2.50), and James
Clay ($1.50 office visit). Other
patients treated included Ed
Maggard, Lottie Stewart,
George McDaniel, Clint Tolliver,
Harvey Alfrey, and Johnny
Jones. Mr. A.E. Martin was listed as having an operation on his
back. (Charge $1.)
Dr. McCleese moved
to Morehead
Dr. McCleese moved to Morehe ad in 19JJ. Dr. McCleese
became the Rowan County
Heath Officer in 1922. (That
was the office that preceded the
office of Rowan County Health
Director established in 1931).
When Dr. McCleese began his
medical practice in Farmers in
1897. At that time his account
books showed a charge of .75 for
an office visit, and $1.50 for a
housecall. By 1915, Dr. McCleese
char~ed $1 for an office visit,
and $2.50 for a house call. The
ledger book showed that year a
J\.tf..-~ Mna..-,..,! ~_.._.£_.._._,.._.;_1.._.,__.. _.;_._~
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than it has today. It was usually
a place where patients come to
die or have a baby. There-was of
course, no ambulance service·,
and transportation was by wags
on, buggy, or train. During that
era there was a Presbyterian
Hospital in Frenchburg, and Dr.
Claypool's hospital in _Salt Lick.
Dr. Claypools' hospital was a
large two-story red brick house
adjacent to the railroad tracks
and across the street from the
main business district. (This
writer's great great grandfather,
and early Morehead resident,
Warren Anderson, died in Dr.
Claypool's hospital in 1903.)
However by being located next
to the depot, sick patients could
be transferred more easily on a
train to Lexington. The hospital
closed around 1912, and became
a private residence. Over the
years it has served as a private
resident for the Byrd Perry Sr.,
Lee Casper, and Bill Davis families. (The building was recently
torn down.)
There was another hospital
located in this region in the early 1900s. It was in a large white
two-story wooden building on
the main street in West Liberty.
(Dr. Pat Serey has a painting of
that hospital in }).is office at the
Cave Run Clinic.) Grayson also
had the Stohll Hospital during
that era. But Morehead was a
little slow establishing their
"first hospital."
First Morehead "Hospital"
opened 1915
Morehead's first "hospital"
was opened in 1915 by Drs.
Laban Rollins (or Robbins);
Allen M. McCleese, and I.Hi
Rollins or (Robbins). It was
located in a large white wooden
two-story house with a screenedin porch on two sides. The house
sat on the corner of Hargis
Avenue and Main Street. (Pre~
sent site of the First Federal
Savings & Loan). That hospital
closed about 1920 and was
bought by John Cecil. Mr. Cecil
started a hotel in the white
building and it was used as a
hotel until he built a new brick
Midland Trail Hotel next door.
After the new hotel was built,
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil used the
building as a private residence
until they built another residence, and then it was used as a
rooming house upstairs. Downstairs consisted of various businesses over the years including
Frosty's Barber Shop and
Elwood Allen's book and magazine shop. --

VllV·&.1.5,1.-a.-

This was the little hospital in Haldeman. It opened in the late 1920s and is fondly remembered by older Haldeman residents as the "little" hospital. ("Little" is used as an adjective
not a noun), Sitting in the right foreground of photo, it appears dwarfed and lonely by the
giant smokestacks of Haldeman Brick Factory No. 2. Supported by L.P. Haldeman, and
staffed by company nurse Lacy Kegley the little hospital provided free medical care to
factory workers and their families (including delivering babies). The free medical care
extended to residents not even employed at the factory.
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MOREHEAD MEMORIES
EARLY MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS (1864-1950)
BY
JACK D. ELLIS
MEDICINE

I

iDate Registered

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

1864
1875
1881
1881
1888
1894
1894
1894
1896
1897
1898
1898
1900
1900
1901
1901
1901
1904
1905
1906
1906
1907
1908
1908
1910
1916
1917
1918
1921
1923
1924
1928
1933
1935
1935
1946
1948
1948

H.S. Logan
T.,W. Banfield
C.M. Marlin .
F.M. Carter
· Jeremiah Wilson
B.J. Cox
M.C. Cash
Patrick Rogers
L.P.V. Williams
A. W. McCleese
Charles Saulsbury
T.A.E. Evans
S.J. Porter
L. W. Banfield
I.H. Robbins
Laban F. Robbins
B.F. Fulks
A.L. Blair
A.J. Davis
Grover C. Nickell
Alexander Skaggs
E.D. Frank
Farris L. Allen
John M. Logan
JeffD. Kiser
James B. Messer
John W. Moss
Homer Nickell
John H. Cavins
G.S. McDonald
Asa W. Adkins
Elijah H. Maggard
Isadore M. Garred
John L. Clay
Everette D. Blair
Samuel E. Reynolds
Claire Louise Caudill
Joseph E. McKinney

DENTISTS
Date Registered
1.
1895

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
-11.
12,
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

1898
1900
1906
1907
1908
1914
1914
1916
1917
1925
1926
1927
1941
1941
1942
1945
1947
1947

G.F. Gray
James Woodward
Edward Bertram
James Malone
Homer Wilson
E. McKay Miller
William Mann
F.G. Davis
John Lester
Ollie M. Lyons
John A. Dorton
Delbert L. Sparks
Garman P. Salyers
Audrey Ellington
Harold L. Blair
Maurice, F. Herbst
Charles M. Caudill
Harold E. Holbrook
R.A. Weir

CHIROPRACTORS

1.
2.

3.

1924
1931
1947

Charles McGuire
N.C. Marih,
0. Boone Morgan
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The next hospital to appear
in
Rowan County was started in
growing progressively worse.
1927. It was a small white woodDr. McCleese performed
en one-story building that
"electrical treatment"
looked lonely, where it was
Sept. 1, visit-wife, $2.50; located in Haldeman, beneath
Sept. 2, visit-wife, $2.50; Sept. the shadow of the giant smoke3, visit-wife, $1; Sept. 6, visit- stacks of Brick Factory Number
wife, $1; Sept. 9, visit-wife, 2. (It is fondly remembered by
$2.50; Sept. 10, wife-electrical old time Haldeman residents as
treatment, $1.50; Sept. 11, visit- the "Little Hospital." It was
wife, $1; Sept. 13, visit-wife, staffed by Nurse Lacy Kegley.)
Dentists arrive in Morehead $2.50; Sept. 15, wife-electrical Nurse Kegley was employed as
In the early days of medicine, treatment, $1.50; Sept. 16, wife- the company nurse by L.P.
Haldeman who believed in prodoctors also pulled teeth. How- electrical treatment, $1.50.
Those records showed that vided medical care for his 300
ever, in the later 1800s, dentistry began as a recognized spe- Mrs. Moore was very sick. Evi- employees and their families.
ciality. The record shows that dently she was not responding The medical care provided by
before 1900 there were 13 doc- to "conventional" treatment, and Nurse Kegley was free, not only
tors and two dentists that had was coming into Dr. McCleese's to the Haldeman workers and
hung up their shingles and office for "Electrical treatment." their families, but also to the
announced their intention to That treatment must have con- total community. (Shades of
practice their profession in sisted of some type of electrical socialized medicine.") Mr:
Rowan County (some for just a shock that Dr. McCleese Haldeman was described as a
short time, others were here a believed would help . It is not great humanitarian who wa..s
lifetime). But they were not all known whether Mrs. Moore sur- concerned about the welfare of
here at the same time. T.W. vived or not, after having two his employees as well as the
Banfield was the next physician consecutive days of "Electrical community.
to locate in Rowan County. He treatment." However, because of
Chris Barker recounted that
moved to Morehead in 1875 the abrupt ending of all treat- when her grandfather died in
from Virginia and seemed to ment, perhaps she did not sur- Haldeman, her dad was the oldhave a profitable medical prac- vive.
est boy in a large family. Of
Patient refused surgery
tice, and did not find it necescourse there was no welfare
In one ledger account, Dr. then, and Mr. Haldeman, knowsary to engage in another vocation. His son, L.W. Banfield, McCleese showed that one ing the situation, gave her dad a
joined his father in his practice woman patient came to his office job when he was about 13 years
in 1900. The name of Banfield and was diagnosed with appen- old. He had a stool made for him
was well recognized, remem- dicitis. His notes said "She to stand on to do his work, and
bered, and revered by several refused an operation, and in the then the money that 13 year old
generations of Rowan County fullness of time, she died." Dr. boy earned was all the family
McCleese dispensed his own had. He was loyal to the compapatients.
In 1891 Dr. Jeremiah Wilson prescriptions, suppositories, ny and was one of the last
(Dr. Don Blair, and Paul Blair's massages, and electrical treat- employees to leave after the facgreat-grandfather) moved to ments. He was involved with tory closed. He worked his
Morehead after practicing his Morehead's first "Hospital" in entire working life at the Haldeprofession in Farmers and 1917, and later retired and man Plant, as did many other
loyal employees.
Elliottville. Dr. Wilson also ran moved to Florida.
"Hospitals" appeared
Nurse Lacy Kegley delivered
a general store in Elliottville,
throughout Eastern
babies, set broken bones, gave
but when he moved to Morehead
Kentucky
he seemed to have a successful
shots, bandaged wounds, made .
Around the end of the 19th house calls, and dispensed medimedical practice and .did not
have to engage in another voca- century and the beginning of the cine to the citizens of Haldeman.
20th century "hospitals" began The "Little Hospital" served that
tion.
Dr. McCleese begins in
to appear in many of the small community well, and after it
towns in Eastern Kentucky. Of closed, Nurse Kegley was
Farmers
Dr. F.M. Carter, was an early course the term hospital had an employed for many years by Dr.
resident of Farmers who prac- entirely different connotation E.D. Blair of Morehead.
medical school at Transylvania,
and he moved to Morehead during the Civil War in 1864. Dr.
Logan also operated a log cabin
general store with a thatched
roof, across from the Courthouse
in Morehead. Pioneer physicians
had to have some other skill or
trade (farming, shopkeeper,
etc.), to further provide for their
families.
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OPTOMETRISTS

1.
2.

3.

1927
1935
1935

'G~;,,,-_-

Frank Pearlman
George S. Burkett
L.A. Wise

.. , . \
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VETERINARIANS ·

1.
2.

1907
1913

William Levi Hughes
Joseph Jamison
I (
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Morehead's first "Hospital" opened in 1915, and was staffed by doctors, I.H. Robbins,
Laban F. Robbins, and A.W. McCleese. It was located in the tall white two story building
in the center of photo at the corner of Hargis Avenue and Main Street. The hospital
closed in the early 19.JPs,
__..,........T....., .,,,._..,.....___~------' -- -._- ......- - - --•-- -

in g- the economy.

. Early doctors needed high
:
swimming horses
· Both doctors were kept busy
·caring for the families of timber
-workers, and farmers in the tri:county area of Bath, Menifee
:and Rowan. However, there was
no bridge over Licking River
'. (not even at Farmers) in those
;:days. Therefore, making house
calls back and forth across the
:c;Iangerous river became difficult
'for the doctors - especially on
horseback. That was because
~ some horses can swim better
,:than others. John Ellis, a friend
:'and neighbor of the Nickells,
;:said many times, he would get
··up and go to the barn to feed his
::horses and find another horse in
>the stall where his horse should
:; be. He always knew that Dr.
'.· G.C. Nickell had traded horses
: · because he had to cross Licking
: River. Dr. Nickell always said
·· he could cross the river on Mr .
:' Ellis' horse and never even get
~ his feet wet because that
.t: horse was such .a strong swim. mer, and swam high in the
· water. Mr. Ellis said he told Dr.
: . Nickell he was always welcome
·. to make the switch when he
:: needed to cross the river. When
:: WWI began in 1917, Dr. Homer
: : Nickell was called into the mili:: :tary service.
:•· Dr. Homer Nickell entered
:'.:World War I as a 1st Lt. in the
:::U.S. Medical Corp in 1917. He
::;served as a field surgeon in
r:;Europe during the entire war.
:-,He always said he was fortunate
;:_to have worked .in an Army
;:_Field Hospital in F~ance under
·.·the renowned Lexmgton Sur:;:geon, Dr. W.O. Bullick. Dr. Bul:·;:lick ·operated on this writer's
•.. :mother in 1930 removing one
t; '.third of her large intestines. He
;:must have done it right because
. she lived another 65 years.
:::When WWI ended, Dr. Homer
:::Nickell practiced in Pikeville
,.:one year before returning to
::;Morehead.
· ,
1::· Drs. Nickell open Morehead
>"Hospital"
,. In 1929, Ors. Homer and
<Grover Nickell opened their
._ "hospital" on Morehead's Main
-; 'S treet at the present site of the
,_;:. university Cinema and the
•; ·Wentz Building. Their one-story
: .'red brick duplex was connected
U: by an open breezeway. The liv0· ing quarters were on one side,
and the "hospital" on the oth~r
side. Since Dr. Homer Nickell
J:. and his wife were divorced, it
P: was the intention of the brothui: ers to live on one side of the
: duplex, and maintain their "hosfi..: pital" on the other side. Howev0~ er, they did not get along very
.well and soon split up their
practice. Homer moved out and
; ; set up his office on West Main
u Street (corner of Main Street
\
--

lropny fish.

Rabies rampant in Rowan
During the summer of 1937,
rabies_were rampant in Rowan
County. The deadly disease had
spread from foxes to dogs to
farm animals. That summer , little Margaret Sue Cornette, and
· Janis Ruth Caudill became
exposed to rabies while playing
with the family pet bird dog.
The dog later developed rabies
and had to be destroyed. The
two girls were taken to Dr .
Garred who immediately
ordered the anti-rabies vaccine.
The treatment required that the
two girls get one anti -rabies
shot every day for 14 days.
(Those shots were considered
dangerous at that time). Dr.
Garred gave those scared young
girls and their families the
assurance they needed that he
would bring them through that
traumatic time in their lives.
Dr. Garred was one of Morehead's early medical men who
provided quality health care for
Rowan Countians for 30 years.
, Dr. Ed Blair begins
Morehead practice
Dr. Everette D. Blair, physician and surgeon, was another
early Morehead medical man.
Dr. Blair was a graduate of the
University of Michigan and a
native of Morehead. Dr. Blair
returned from Michigan and

• '-"-·• I' .....- ~~ ...... ---.....-. ....-- -. - ·- - - - - .........,,,

1946. He was married to Ruth 1
(Williams). They had three children, Lisa, Terry and Kim. Dr.
Reynolds helped pr ovide m uch
needed medical care for Rowan
re si d e nts d uring h is 40 plus
year s of ser vice . Dr. Reynolds
d i ed in 1989 and the re is a
m arker in his memo ry in the l
Caudill Cemetery.
There was a shortage of doctors during WW ff, and even

About the
author
Dr. Jack D. Ellis is a
retired Morehead State
University Library director and a retired minister.

Dr. Everette D. Blair,
Morehead physician and
surgeon, provided quality
medical .care to Rowan
County residents for more
than 35 years.

Local physician and avid fisherman Dr. I.M. Garred, right,
with Lawrence Johnson, display the trophy size flat head
catfish they landed in Licking River.
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Dapper Dr. G.C. Nickell, early Morehead physician, in
front of the residence portion of the hospital in 1939.

Brother doctors Homer L. and Grover C. Nickell pose in front of their Morehead "hospi•
tal" that opened in early 1929. It was located at the present site of the University Cinema
and the Wentz building on Morehead's Main Street and closed in 1943 with the death of
the Nickells. Photo courtesy of the Roger Barber collection.

